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Abstract

The Los Alamos National Laboratory Coaxial Thruster Experi-

ment (CTX) has been upgraded to enable the quasi-steady opera-

tion of magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) type thrusters at power lev-

els from 2 to 40 MW for 10 ms. Diagnostics include an 8-position,

3-axis magnetic field probe to measure magnetic field fluctuations

during the pulse, a triple Langmuir probe to measure ion density,

electron temperature and plasma potential and a time-of-flight neu-

tral particle spectrometer to measure specific impulse. Here we re-

port on the experimental observations and associated analysis and

interpretation of long-pulse, quasi-stea_ly, coaxial thruster perfor-

mance in the CTX device.

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thrusters constitute potentially attractive, high-

specific-impulse propulsion engines that are compact and mechanically robust. Re-

cent analysis by Myers et. al., 1993 has shown that pulsed MPD thruster systems

could have a dramatic near-term impact on orbit raising missions. For payloads

of between 1000 and 2000 kg, Myers concluded that pulsed MPD thrusters, us-

ing present generation power conditioning components and envisaged solar electric

space power systems, could substantially reduce launch vehicle mass and associated

launch cost for LEO to GEO orbit transfers. Of course, central to this application

is the development of an efficient, reliable, and long-lived magnetohydrodynamic

(MHD) thruster.



In 1991,the NASA LewisResearchCenterinitiated a researchprogramat the Los
AlamosNational Laboratory to investigatethe powerutilization in a large,high-
power,coaxialplasmaaccelerator,CTX, with a viewto enhancingMI-IDthruster
performance.This work (Schoenberget al., 1991,Schoenberg,et al., 1993)qualita-
tively showedthe beneficialeffectsof anappliedmagneticnozzleoncoaxialplasma
thrusterperformance.Here,anunconventionalandunoptimizedmagneticgeometry
wasableto markedlyeffectcontroloverthe anodesheathpotentialdrop. Moreover,
this wasaccomplishedwithout significantlymodifyingthe annularmagneticnozzle,
asinferredfrom the simultaneousobservationthat theplasmaexhaustvelocitywas
in excellentagreementwith the predictionsof MHD nozzleflow theory.

In this paper,we presentfurther researchon thruster performanceoptimization.
This researchutilized the upgradedLos AlamosCTX facility that is capableof
sustaining10-ms,2- to 40-MW, quasi-steady-state discharges. This capability rep-

resents a substantial improvement over the previously reported results, in which the

thruster discharges were not "flat-topped" and were only 1.0 ms in duration. The

crux of this research is that it points to coaxial plasma thruster operational designs

and regimes that support the efficacy of MPD thrusters for recently prescribed solar

electric orbit transfer vehicle and planetary exploration missions.

The coaxial plasma thruster can be viewed as an evolutionary variation of the MPD

thruster in which an annular magnetic nozzle is used to optimize thruster perfor-

mance. The annular nozzle is unconventional with respect to canonical applied-field

MPD thrusters, in that the nozzle shape is carefully controlled and the applied-field

magnitude is of order the self field. A proper nozzle configuration can enhance

thruster performance by controlling the "magnetic connection" across the electrode

sheaths and concomitantly, minimizing anode fall and electrode arcing. Further-

more, the use of a proper nozzle-field shape can produce smooth, efficient accelera-

tion and detachment of the plasma propellant.

The Myers 1993 study assumed a thruster efficiency of 50%, lifetimes between 2500

to 6000 hours, and specific impulses between 2000 and 5000 seconds in hydrogen or

deuterium. Clearly, future research is necessary to quantitatively demonstrate this

performance. However, the research reported herein supports the expectation that

nozzle-based coaxial plasma thrusters can achieve these demanding performance

requirements.

II. CTX FACILITY

A. Introduction

The CTX facility consists of a 1 m long, 0.56 m diameter coaxial plasma thruster, a

1.5 m diameter, 5 m long stainless steel vacuum tank with turbomolecular pumping,



a 2 MJ capacitorbank,anda PC/workstationbasedprocesscontrol,data acquisi-
tion anddataanalysissystem.In previouswork, (Schoenberg1993a,b) this facility
wasnot optimizedfor long pulsethruster operation,whichresultedin round top
voltageand currentwaveformswith a 1 msdischarge.In orderto verify the true
quasi-steadystate operationof the thruster, a numberof stepshavebeentaken
to upgradethe experimentalfacility asdescribedbelow.A schematicof the CTX
coaxialplasmathruster is shownin Fig. 1. The thruster consistsof two coaxial,
stainlesssteel,tungsten-coatedelectrodes.Theinnerandouterelectrodesare1 m
longand havediametersof 0.37m and0.56m, respectively.

B. Facility Upgrade

1. Pulse Forming Network The 2 MJ capacitor bank has been reconfigured as a

lumped-constant transmission line capable of providing a flat-top, 10 ms discharge

delivering from 2 to 40 MW to the thruster. A schematic of the five stage, pulse

forming network is shown in Fig. 2. The capacitors are charged to the desired level

(up to 10 kV), and the gas inlet valve (described below) is fired. After a 10 ms delay

to allow the gas to reach the thruster, the start ignitron switch (S1 in Fig. 2) is fired.

After an additional 15 ms, the crowbar ignitron switch ($2) is fired, terminating

the discharge.

2. Thruster Isolation

In previous work (Schoenberg, et al. 1993a, b), a large amount of the discharge

current flowed from the center electrode (cathode) to the vacuum tank wall, since

the outer electrode (anode) was electrically connected to the wall. This issue has

been addressed by the addition of an insulating, glass flange that connects the

thruster to the vacuum tank mechanically, but not electrically. This encourages the

current to flow between the electrodes, rather than from the cathode to the vacuum

tank wall.

3. Gas Inlet Valve

The working gas is supplied to the thruster throughout the discharge at a controlled

rate. The maximum flow rates achievable are 40 g/s in argon and 7 g/s in helium

and deuterium. The thruster has twelve gas inlet ports located approximately in

the midplane of the barrel. As shown in Fig. 3, six of these are used to inject

the working gas. A single, bellows-sealed, stainless steel, pneumatically opened

valve (Nupro SS-4BK 91NC) admits the gas from the reservoir into the manifold.

This pneumatic valve is opened with a helium gas pulse (at 125 psig) supplied by

a capacitor-discharge-(6-uF at 300-V) driven, SCR-switched, electrically operated

valve (Skinner A3LB2262-CA2; ll5-VAC coil). Following the Nupro valve, the



gasflowsthrougha manifoldof six equai-length(80-cm)4.6-mmI.D. stainlesssteel
tubesandentersthethrusterthroughthegasports. Thesenarrowtubesactassonic
orificessothat pressurebuildupin thethrusterdoesnot affectthe instantaneousgas
flow rate. At theendof a typicaldischargethetank pressurerisesto 100mTorr. A
fast (fewmicrosecondresponsetime)piezoelectricpressuregaugeisusedto measure
the durationof theworking-gaspulseat theoutlet of the valveandthe inlet to the
manifold. A typical heliumpressurepulsesignalis shownin Fig. 4. The duration
(asmeasuredat FWHM) of thegaspulsevariedfrom 12.0msat 1,564Torr reservoir
pressureto 18.1msat 7,500Torr. Abovethat pressurethevalvedoesnot seal.The
pressuredrop in the reservoirwastypically about2.5%duringa discharge.

The total gasquantity is calculatedfrom the pressurerise, as measuredwith a
capacitancemanometer,in the 8,141-1volumeCTX vacuumtank. When the mass
increaseof gasin the tank isdividedby thepulsewidth for therespectivereservoir
pressures,the result is linearwith pressure(with a slopeof 8.9× 10-4 g/(secTorr)
for helium), indicatingconstantflow over the gas pulse duration (Fig. 5). This

calibration process was repeated for the other gases used in these experiments.

4. Applied Magnetic Field The center electrode (cathode) contains a solenoidal

coil that produces an applied Br, z field (the nozzle field). The coil is driven by a

50 volt, 300 amp DC power supply. The supply is energized 3 seconds before the

discharge which allows the nozzle field to fully achieve its vacuum configuration.

However, the interaction of the flowing plasma with the applied field distorts the

vacuum field shape and is believed to form a rudimentary magnetic nozzle (Schoen-

berg, et al. 1991, Schoenberg, et al. 1992) (see discussion of magnetic fluctuation

measurements below). This unoptimized Br, z field configuration is unconventional

within MPD thruster research in that some of the applied magnetic field lines are in-

tercepted by both electrodes, with a connection length estimated to be on the order

of several times the electrode spacing A _ 0.1 m. Thus, from the MPD standpoint,

the CTX plasma thruster is unusual with regard not only to size and power level,

but also with regard to the applied magnetic configuration. Future research will

focus on optimizing the Br, z field configuration with respect to optimizing thruster

performance.

C. Diagnostics

1. Current and Voltage The potential of the thruster electrodes with respect

to the grounded vacuum tank was measured using two 1:1000 voltage dividers and

the result was subtracted to yield the thruster voltage drop. The thruster current

was measured using a Rogowski loop connected to a passive, 500 #s integrator. The

"droop" in this signM was corrected by the data acquisition computer. These signals

were digitized at the rate of 200 kHz using a LeCroy 6810 waveform recorder.
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2. Magnetic Fluctuation Probe An array of three-axis magnetic probes to mea-

sure magnetic field fluctuations in the exhaust plume consists of 24 coils wrapped

on a 38 cm long, 0.64 cm diameter Acetal form. At 8 positions, each 2.54 cm apart,

three mutually perpendicular coils were wound to measure magnetic field in the _,

_, and _ directions. The turn area of each of the coils is roughly 5 cm 2. The probe

was calibrated using a Helmholtz coil. The ends of all the coils are brought out

as twisted pairs to prevent unwanted magnetic pickup. A 0.025-cm-thick stainless

steel jacket acts both to protect the probe from the plasma and to provide a vac-

uum boundary. The thickness of the jacket is sufficiently small to allow the probe to

respond to magnetic oscillations at frequencies exceeding 100 kHz. The signals are

digitized at the rate of 250 kHz using a LeCroy 8210 waveform recorder. Both the

acetal form and the coils are wrapped with high voltage tape to provide electrical

insulation between the coils and the stainless steel jacket.

The jacket containing the probe is connected, via a 90 degree elbow, to a sliding

extension and vacuum feed through which allows 1.2 m of probe travel (see Fig. 1).

This allows the probe, when inserted through one of the side ports of the CTX

vacuum chamber, to map the magnetic field in a 1.2 meter (radial) by 0.76 m

(axial) area on the center plane of the vacuum chamber.

During thruster operation, a dc current is applied to the solenoid contained within

the inner electrode. This current produces a steady state Br,z field which can not be

detected by the B-dot probe. Therefore, in order to make an accurate determination

of the total magnetic field profile during a discharge, the steady state component

produced by the coil was mapped out beforehand using a Hall effect probe. This

steady state field was then added to the time varying field measurement of the B-dot

probe to obtain the total magnetic field at each spatial location.

Raw data obtained from the magnetic pickup probes was processed using an IDL

data analysis program on the Sun workstation. Data for each position was first

droop corrected using the expression

This result, when added to the initial vacuum field, yields the total ÷, _, and

magnetic field strengths versus time for an array of points in the thruster exit

plume. The primary simplifying assumption for all further data analysis was that

of discharge axisymmetry. This assumption appears reasonable for positions close

to the exit plane ( <40 cm ) and at times early in the discharge (a few milliseconds).

At later times and positions far from the exit plane, this assumption appears to be

less valid. This is evidenced by the fact that nonzero values of Br and Be were

observed on the axis of the tank late in the discharge. Using the axisymmetry

assumption, magnetic flux surfaces were calculated by integrating the product of



Bz and dA radially
n

= - r__l/:)
i=O

Jr and Jz were calculated from the curl of B. Because of the assumption of ax-

isymmetry the equations for Jr and J_ simplify to:

lOB laB, ]Jr=- #o Oz [--_- = 0

I arS [OBr ]J" = Or

3. Triple Langmuir Probe A moveable, triple Langmuir probe was used to

measure electron temperature, ion density, and floating potential. The probe con-

sisted of three tungsten wire electrodes (0.02 cm diam, 0.2 cm exposed length, 0.1

cm apart), fed through alternating holes in a six-bore alumina tube. A constant

bias voltage was applied between two of the electrodes using a Kepco BOP 100-4M

power supply, and the third electrode was allowed to float in the plasma. Typical

bias voltages used were in the range of 45-75 V. The voltage between the float-

ing probe and one of the biased probes provided a measurement of the electron

temperature, and the current flowing through the biased probes, determined using

a 50 _ shunt resistor, provided a measurement of the ion density (Tilley, et al.

1990). All voltages were measured using Tektronix AM 501 operational amplifiers

and digitized at the rate of 250 kHz using a LeCroy 8210 waveform recorder. The

triple probe and the triple probe electronics were allowed to float relative to system

ground by using an air-core isolation transformer to provide power to the electron-

ics and by using fiber optic cable to transmit the measured voltages to the data

acquisition equipment. Concurrently, the potential of the floating probe relative to

the tank wall was measured to provide an estimation of the floating potential.

4. Time of Flight Neutral Particle Spectrometer The time of flight neutral

particle analyzer (TOF/NPA) (Voss 1982, Mayo 1991) consists of a) a chopper

wheel and stator assembly, b) a drift tube, and c) a detector and high-voltage

gating system. High-energy neutrals are created via charge exchange reactions of

accelerated ions with the background gas. These neutrals travel to a single-slit

stator (2 cm x 0.025 cm), which acts as a collimator and vacuum break between

the plasma discharge vessel and the TOF/NPA which must remain at high vacuum

(< 10 -6 Torr). Immediately behind the stator is a titanium alloy (Ti-6A1-4V)

chopper wheel (26.67 cm diam, 0.025 cm thick) which is rotated at ,_360 rps by

a Leybold NT150 turbo pump. The chopper wheel has 16 radial slits (2 cm x

0.025 cm) that are laser-cut, circularly symmetric, and situated 8.5 mm from the

wheel edge. Since the chopper and stator slits are the same width, the acceptance
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function is triangular in time with a half openingtime of 0.85#s. After being
chopped,neutralsthendrift downa 197.5cm evacuateddrift tubewherethey are
time/energydiscriminatedbeforestriking the detector(Cu-Beplate and 20 stage
electronmultiplier). TheTOF/NPA waspositionedat the far endof the 5-mCTX
vacuumtank (oppositetheplasmathruster) to viewinto the barrelof thethruster.
While this is the appropriatepositionfor measuringthe axialvelocity,thedetected
neutral particle flux is requiredto drift the entire lengthof the CTX tank before
enteringthe NPA drift tube. Becauseof this, spatialinformationis lostandtiming
informationis slightlysmeared(_/vz_ 20#s).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Operating Regime

The operating regime was found for each gas by varying the propellant mass flow

rate, bank charge voltage, and the current flowing through the applied field coil and

observing thruster operation. The operating regime for helium is shown in Fig. 6. It

was found that increasing the applied field increases the likelyhood that breakdown

will occur at a given bank charge voltage and mass flow rate. Increasing the applied

field also decreased the amount of time from the application of voltage to breakdown.

The thruster was operational with no applied field at certain bank charge voltages

and mass flow rates in argon. Previous short pulse operation did not require a

minimum applied field to achieve breakdown since the capacitor bank was directly

coupled to the thruster which produced a higher potential difference between the

electrodes and aided breakdown. The discharge impedance, and fluctuation level

varied with working gas as shown in Table I. The thruster impedance was observed

to decrease with increasing applied field for all gases. (This effect is discussed

below).

Table I. Thruster, Current, Voltage, Impedance, and Fluctuation

Level for Various Gases: (argon #487; helium #274; deuterium #584)

Gas Bank Mass Applied I AI V AV Impedance

Charge Flow Field (kA) (A) (Volts) (Volts) (mg_)

Voltage Rate Current

(kV) (g/s) (A)

Ar 5.0 10 140 62 700 110 3 1.7 :t=0.05

He 5.0 1.25 140 59 400 202 20 3.4 =t:0.3

D2 5.0 1.25 177 51 90 273 38 5.3 -4-0.7



B. Steady State Operation

The time resolved thruster current and voltage are shown along with plasma density,

electron temperature, plasma potential, and the three components of the magnetic

field fluctuations from the upgraded CTX facility for a 6 MW helium discharge

in Fig. 7. The density, temperature, and plasma potential were obtained using

the triple Langmuir probe at a position 5.4 cm inside the thruster exit plane at a

radial position equidistant from the anode and cathode. The plasma potential was

obtained from the floating potential assuming a Maxwellian distribution of electrons.

The magnetic field fluctuation measurements were obtained by the magnetic probe

1 cm outside the thruster exit at a radial location equidistant from the anode

and cathode. The data indicate that the thruster reaches a time-average quasi-

steady-state (flat-topped) operation roughly 3 ms into the discharge and remains

in time-average steady state operation for approximately 10 ms.

C. Control of Anode Fall Potential

Fig. 8 shows the total thruster voltage (cathode voltage minus anode voltage) and

anode fall voltage as a function of applied magnetic field. The anode fall voltage

was inferred from the triple probe floating potential measured approximately 5 mm

from the anode averaged over the current and voltage flat top and converted to

plasma potential using the standard relation (F. F. Chen, 1965)

kTe 2rn_
Yplasma = Yprobe -t- _ In _ ,T'me

where Te is the measured electron temperature, me is the electron mass and m_ is the

ion mass. As the applied magnetic field is increased, the anode fall voltage decreases.

Since some applied magnetic field lines intersect both electrodes, electrons can cross

from cathode to anode at least partially along field lines. As the magnetic field is

increased, the coupling of electrons to the anode also is increased, causing a decrease

in the anode fall potential. This decrease in the anode fall potential is desirable

from an efficiency standpoint since electrons incident on the anode then will carry

with them less kinetic energy resulting in less anode heating and higher thruster

efficiency.

As shown in Fig. 8, in the unoptimized applied magnetic field used for this work

the total thruster voltage also decreases with increasing field. This "shorting out"

of the thruster voltage is undesirable since it reduces the amount of Er-field which

is available for providing the JrBo force driving the axial plasma acceleration. An

optimized applied field would be one in which magnetic field lines connect the bulk

of the plasma to the electrodes (thus reducing the fall potentials) without directly

connecting the electrodes (thus reducing the "shorting out" effect). A schematic of

such a field is shown in Fig. 9. Prototype field coils capable of producing such an

applied field have been fabricated and are being used in ongoing research.



D. Magnetic Field Evolution

After determining the breakdown characteristics of helium in terms of reservoir gas

fill pressure, bank voltage, and Br, z field strength, a series of discharges (#279-

297) was performed under constant conditions to obtain magnetic field data. The

main bank voltage for this first scan was set to 5 kV. Current through the Br, z coil

was set to 140 amps. Reservoir pressure was maintained at 2500 torr. In order to

obtain sufficient data to determine magnetic flux profiles, probe data from a series

of discharges had to be recorded. The magnetic probe was repositioned before

each discharge in order to record time-dependent magnetic field data at a different

location. Because the axial spacing between coils on the probe was 5 cm, the probe

was moved radially in steps of 5 cm between discharges. Bank charging voltage,

initial steady state Br,_ field strength, and initial gas reservoir pressure were each

set to the same values before each shot in a series. Once time dependent field data

was obtained for a grid of points all lying on a single plane in front of the thruster,

the magnetic flux profiles could be determined as follows. Using the assumption of

axisymmetry, the magnetic flux contained within a circle of radius r, centered on

the axis of the CTX thruster is given by

_0 T
• (r,z) = Bz(r,z)27rrdr.

However, because we only have field data for certain values of r, the integral given

above must be approximated by a sum over the known values of B as

= --
k----1

Using this equation, _(r, z) for each point at which a magnetic field measurement

was available could be calculated. A computer program was written to interpolate

between the flux data to determine lines of constant magnetic flux. Flux plots were

then produced to show how the shape of the magnetic flux profile evolved in time.

Figs. 10a-d show flux profiles at different time steps during a helium discharge. We

see from 10a that before the discharge, between 2 and 3 mWb of flux cross the exit

plane of the thruster. By 4 ms into the shot (see Fig. 10b), a quasi-steady state

condition has been reached. There are only minor changes in the shape of the field

lines over the next several milliseconds, as can be seen in Fig. 10c. Later in the

discharge, Figs. 10c and 10d, we see that the flux begins to relax back towards the

vacuum field configuration, as would be expected.

We can compare the time to reach a quasi-steady state (2 to 4 milliseconds) to the

equilibration time of magnetic flux dragged downstream through the stainless steel

anode. This equilibration results as a balance between the drag on the applied field

by the moving plasma and the circumstance that the applied field is ultimately



anchoredin its coil (assumingconstantcoil current). An approximateexpression
for the equilibrationtime of magneticflux draggeddownstreamacrossthe stainless
steelanodeof thickness_ hasbeenderivedandis givenby

_-_uil.= #oL_/rlel.,

where #o = 4_r'10-TH is the permeability of free space, L _ 10 cm is a representative

length along a field line to where it is anchored in the coil, _ is the thickness of

the stainless steel anode (1/4 in.), and r/el.-I is the conductivity of stainless steel

(14. 105f_-lm-1). This _-equil. may be identified as the (L/R) "settling time" of

the transient azimuthal current fluctuations in the resistive electrodes, in which L

constitutes the inductance of the large overall volume that encompasses the applied

flux and its coil, and R represents the electrode resistance to azimuthal currents

over the active length of the device.

Plugging in these numbers gives

Tequil. = (47r. 10-TH)(10-1m)(6.35 • 10-3m)( 14" 105f_-lm-1) = 1.12.10-3s.
m

Thus, this approximate magnetic-diffusion model yields a time on the order of

1 ms for the dragged magnetic flux to equilibrate through the stainless steel anode.

(Taking into account the presence of a thin layer (,-_ 1 mm) of higher-conductivity

tungsten on the electrode and a somewhat larger value for the length L moderately

raises this time estimate.) Thus, this picture seems to coincide reasonably well with

the observed times of 2 to 4 ms to reach quasi-steady state.

An important feature of the flux plots both before and during the quasi-steady

state portion of these discharges is the diverging field line structure. As was shown

in the work of Morozov and Solov'ev (1980), as well as Gerwin, et al., (1990),

super-magnetosonic plasma flows are accelerated in annular diverging flow tube

configurations. Therefore, if the plasma reaches the magnetosonic speed by the

time it reaches the exit plane of the thruster, it will undergo further acceleration

in the diverging nozzle configuration downstream of the thruster. However, in the

CTX configuration being described here, theapplied flux has not been optimized

with respect to minimization of losses incurred in the plasma detachment process.

E. Plasma Density Evolution

As shown in Fig. 7, measurements made with the triple Langmuir probe indicate

that the value of the electron density in the CTX thruster is lower during quasi-

steady operation than during 1 ms pulse operation. The triple Langrnuir probe

measured electron density and temperature inside the thruster; during most dis-

charges it was positioned halfway between the electrodes at an axial position 5 cm

upstream of the thruster exit plane. During a typical discharge, the electron density

10



and temperaturetracesdisplaya structuredividedinto threephases.At the time
of breakdownand for approximately1-3 ms thereafter,the probemeasureslittle
or no plasmanearthe exit of the thrustereventhoughcurrent flowsbetweenthe
electrodes.The delaybetweenthe beginningof the dischargeand the appearance
of the densitypulseat the positionof the probehad an approximatelylinearde-
pendenceon thestrengthof theappliedfield. For 10MW dischargesin deuterium,
the delaywas1.5ms for an appliedfield of 100G, and3 ms for an appliedfield
of 200 G. After this initial quiescentperiod, the probemeasuresa pulseof high
electrondensity. In 10MW dischargeswith heliumpropellant,the densityduring
this pulsewastypically 1.5- 2 x 1014 cm -3, and the pulse lasted for approximately

1 ms. Subsequently, the density would drop to a value approximately one-fourth of

that measured during the pulse and remained quasi-steady at this lower value for

the duration of the discharge.

The dependence of the timing of the density pulse upon the strength of the applied

magnetic field indicates that the phenomenon arises as a result of the shape of the

unoptimized field. In this unoptimized geometry, the magnetic field at the end of the

thruster is approximately radial; thus there are magnetic "lines of force" stretched

between the two electrodes. As the discharge strikes in the upstream section of the

thruster and begins to move towards the exit plane, the magnetic tension of the

field lines at the end of the thruster will tend to trap the plasma in the thruster. As

the plasma density and temperature build up in thruster, the current also ramps

up until it reaches a level at which the azimuthal magnetic field has a pressure

sufficient to overcome the tension of the radial applied field near the thruster exit.

The plasma then stretches and diffuses through the resisting applied field and exits

the thruster. The 1 ms high density pulse observed by the probe is believed to be

the plasma that has built up in the thruster before it "bursts the bubble." Once

the plasma breaks through the applied field, the density drops to the quasi-steady

value.

F. Time of Flight Velocity Measurement

As described above, the neutral particle time of flight spectrometer consists of a

rotating chopper wheel, drift tube, and detector electronics. As the chopper wheel

rotates to the transmission position, UV light from the discharge propagates down

the drift tube and impinges on the detector. This UV light signal triggers the gating

of the high voltage required to detect neutral particles and also is used as a time

fiducial (see Fig. 11). The initial signal spike is from the UV light, non-specularly

reflected from the Cu-Be detector into the electron multiplier. This serves as both a

time fiducial and gating signal for the detection of neutral particles. The remainder

of the signal is from neutral particles incident on the Cu-Be plate ejecting secondary

electrons. The directed energy of the neutrals is thus determined by the time delay
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betweenthe UV fiducial and the neutral particle arrival time. In this particular
examplethe neutral particlesdemonstratea distribution which is very narrow in
velocity space(nearlymono-energeticdistribution) with vz _ 2.3 × 10 5 m/s. The

detector requires a minimum amount of UV light to trigger the high voltage gate.

If the UV light is insufficient to trigger the gate, the high voltage remains off and

no particles are detected.

In previous short pulse work, the mass flow rate was largely an unknown quantity.

It is suspected that the electrode surfaces then were a major source of working gas

during the discharge evidenced by the fact that following a typical shot the thruster

could be fired for a successive shot without actuating the gas valve. It was found

in the present upgraded thruster configuration that time of flight spectrometer sig-

nals were difficult to obtain. When operating with the long pulse gas valve, the

UV light signal was usually insufficient to trigger the high voltage gate. In addi-

tion, long pulse gas valve operation introduces a large inventory of neutral working

gas into the CTX tank. While this neutral gas provides the source of "charge-

exchange" neutrals, too large an inventory also provides a thick cloud of scattering

centers which acts to attenuate the charge-exchange neutrals. TOF signals were

observed that demonstrate both of these effects. Signals were obtained with no UV

gating signal, hence no neutrals could be detected even if present. Signals were

also observed with UV gating but no subsequent particle signal indicating the lack

of source charge-exchange neutrals or the attenuation along the long path to the

detector. To obtain a signal, the propellant mass flow rate was reduced from that

typically used until the UV signal was sufficient to gate the detector and neutral

particles were observed. This caused the thruster to operate in what appeared to

be a "gas starved" mode. Thruster impedance and voltage fluctuation levels were

increased over those observed in discharges with higher mass flow rate. The time

of flight data presented below need to be viewed in this context.

Reduced TOF data are presented in Fig. 12 for 10 MW deuterium and helium

CTX discharges. (Argon flow velocities were unobtainable by this method.) Several

conclusions can be extracted from these data. Firstly, the deuterium axial velocities

are greater than those for helium by roughly the root inverse mass ratio as should be

expected (if all other conditions are held constant) from the ideal MHD nozzle theory

since the flow is predicted to reach the magnetosonic speed. Secondly, the measured

flow velocities are larger in absolute magnitude than those predicted by the theory.

One possible explanation is that these gas starved discharges are operating at much

lower/_/(vz _ I2/-_i) than comparable non-degraded discharges. Another possible

explanation resides in the ideal MHD theory itself which predicts vz continually

increasing from CAO to v/3CAo as the flow is accelerated in the diverging part of the

magnetic nozzle. (Here, CAO is the Alfv_n speed in an effective nozzle throat, as

discussed later below.) This is in good agreement with the observations which show

that vz/CAo _ 2.1 + 0.5. Since we cannot uniquely identify the source location
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(along the line of sight) for the charge-exchangeemission,we shouldexpect to
measurea rangeof velocitiesfrom CAO to v/3CAo as we have (Fig. 12). Here, one

must remember that, due to the long time scales of the discharge compared to earlier

CTX work, (C. W. Barnes et al. 1990) the magnetic nozzle formation previously

envisioned as a confluence of emerging and returning applied flux, as facilitated by

the condition of frozen foot-points, is no longer tenable. However, indirect evidence

will be presented later on in this report, to the effect that a nozzle constriction is

nevertheless present in the flow field.

Thirdly, the observed neutral temperatures >_100 ev are in reasonable agreement

with predictions based on eventual thermalization of ions accelerated to E/B (i.e.

for deuterium at 100eV, vz _ 105 m/s .-_ E/B). One also needs to remember that

the time-average energy of a charged particle along a cusped cycloidic orbit is twice

the energy associated with the guiding-center velocity. Moreover, the helium ions

would be expected to possess higher thermal energy than deuterium by virtue of

their higher mass if accelerated to the same E/B velocity. Finally, the large amount

of scatter in this temperature data also may be attributed to our inability to con-

trol or identify the location of emission. The ideal MHD theory also predicts that

the local temperature should decrease as the flow progress axially, giving up ther-

mal energy in favor of flow energy as the fluid is accelerated in the nozzle channel.

We conclude that various competing effects probably contribute to the effective

temperature of the neutrals, T_, observed downstream. This T_ would be difficult

to predict quantitatively, but qualitatively it has the expected order of magnitude.

Here, it is important to remember that the measured neutral temperatures, presum-

ably due to collisions with ions (including charge-exchange collisions), are obtained

under anomalous (gas-starved) conditions and also downstream of the muzzle, so

they may not be representative of ion temperatures in the coaxial flow region.

G. Estimates of Thruster Performance

Measurements of plasma density in the muzzle, and concomitant projections of den-

sity in the breech (from a Bernoulli flow model) allow preliminary comparisons to be

made with the predicted self-field MHD performance. From our previously discussed

model of plasma flow in a converging-diverging magnetic nozzle, the plasma flow ve-

locity Ve at the exit of a fully expanded nozzle should be Alfv@n like (Ve ": V_CAO)

(Schoenberg, et al. 1991, Schoenberg, et al. 1992). Measurements of the axial

neutral flow for helium, made with the time-of-fiight spectrometer, indicate a mean

axial flow velocity of .._ 1.5 -4-0.5 × 105 m/s. In comparison, the estimated self-field

Alfv@n velocity, based on measurements of thruster current and plasma density in

the muzzle during the axial flow velocity measurement, was CAo "" 0.8 -4-0.3 × 105

m/s. The MHD model predicts a flow velocity for fully accelerated ions downstream

of the exit plane of Ve = V_CAo ": 1.4 ± 0.5 × 105 m/s, (Schoenberg, et al. 1991,
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Schoenberg,et al. 1992)and is in goodagreementwith the neutral particleveloc-
ity data. The meanflow velocity is observedto remainroughlyconstantduring
the quasi-steady-stateperiodof the discharge(._3to 12ms). Thebasicagreement
betweenthe measuredflow velocity during quasi-steady-stateoperation and the
self-fieldMHD modelpredictionis consistentwith previouswork (Schoenberg,et
al. 1991,Schoenberg,et al. 1992)and suggeststhat converging-divergingnozzle
flow may be an important constituentof grossplasmaaccelerationin the present
CTX thruster.

The measuredvaluesof plasmadensity,temperature,and flow velocity allowan
assessmentof "plasmaquality". Assumingclassicalresistivity,thesevaluesproject
a magneticReynoldsnumberofapproximately200for the 6MW heliumdischarges.
This relativelylargemagneticReynoldsnumberis indicativeof goodcouplingbe-
tweenthe plasmapropellantand the magneticfields and is consistentwith the
observedidealMHD-like thrusterperformance.

IV. ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF CTX DISCHARGES
NEAR THE 10-MW, 10-ms OPERATING REGIME

A. Introduction

The present report deals with the properties of CTX discharges in applied mag-

netic fields that intercept both electrodes, as in the previous NASA report on CTX

operation (Schoenberg 1993a). (A more detailed version of that report is to be pub-

lished in a forthcoming issue of IEEE Transactions on Plasma Science). However,

the present work extends the previous work to discharges of much longer duration

and much smaller power levels, so as to increase the relevance of the research to

"near-term" electric propulsion of space vehicles.

The longer duration of the present CTX discharges precludes the possibility of

magnetic nozzle formation of the kind discussed in the earlier NASA report, and as

used to form spheromaks by C. Barnes et al. (1990), because the transverse field

lines in this configuration are no longer anchored in the (resistive) electrodes on the

discharge time scale. (Other applied magnetic field configurations in CTX, and their

associated anode-fall voltages, are presently being investigated in DOE-supported

research.) The spatial disposition of these transverse field lines as distorted by the

flowing plasma is described in terms of magnetic diagnostics in thesection of this

report that presents the results of various measurements. The principal hallmark of

this distorted magnetic field is the amount of applied magnetic flux expelled from

the annular channel of the coaxial plasma accelerator.

In the following subsection (IV.-B), a simple field-line stretching model is invoked

to explain the amount of applied flux expelled beyond the muzzle of the accelerator
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by theplasma.Theoccurrenceof theHall effectprovesto beanessentialingredient
of themodel. Thismodelprovidesanheuristicunderstandingof theamountof flux
soexpelled.Furthermore,this modelprovidesan independentmeansof estimating
plasmavelocitybasedon the amountof field line displacementobserved.Plasma
velocitiesestimatedin this mannerare in roughagreementwith the magnetosonic
speedcalculatedbaseduponelectrontemperatureand densitymeasurements,and
upon ion temperaturesinferredasdescribedbelowin section(IV.-C).

Although theexperimentsdescribedhereindonot clearlypresentuswith a definite
nozzleconfiguration,magneticor otherwise,the generalizedBernoullirelationcan
beutilized togetherwith experimentaldataonvoltageV, currentI, and mass flow,

._r, to infer the presence of a moderate effective constriction of width A0 in the flow

channel, as is described in subsection (IV.-C). Such an effective constriction may

be formed as the plasma tries to move downstream between the conducting anode

on the outside and the stretched applied magnetic field on the inside. CA different

possible cause for the formation of such a constriction has been suggested by self-

field runs with the Mach-2 simulation code (not presented here), in which some cold

gas from the radial injectors is shown to be deposited along the outer wall of the

annular channel.) In addition to inferring the presence of a moderate constriction,

the above-mentioned approach also simultaneously provides an inference of the flow

velocity of ions newly created in the upstream region of the plasma accelerator. It is

interesting that this inferred initial velocity has proven to be near the Alfv_n critical

ionization velocity (CIV) for all gases studied (deuterium, helium, and argon), and

also agrees well with the "self-field" (Er/Bo) drift velocity in the upstream region.

In the final subsection, (IV.-D), of Analysis and Interpretation, the implications

for self-field MHD thrusters dominated by the CIV condition, as was CTX, are

discussed. It is thereby concluded that self-field thrusters operated at high currents

are conducive to operation at low "electrical effort," defined as (mJe)(I/l(/I). (Such

high current operation also is conducive to operation at or near a state of full

ionization, according to the viewpoint of Choueiri (E. Y. Choueiri et al., 1985).)

Hence, in some sense, these high-current thrusters represent a more benign operating

regime than that of low-current operation. CA larger exerted electrical effort signifies

that more charge must be transferred across the channel to expel a given amount

of mass downstream, which engenders more wear and tear on the electrodes.) Of

course, high current operation that maintains a smaller electrical effort also points

toward the utilization of thrusters with larger geometric scale that limits the surface

power density on the accelerator walls. This feature also is consistent with the

identification of the electrical effort as the quantity (c/wp_A), the ratio of the ion

skin depth to the channel width (Schoenberg 1991). From this relation, it can be

shown that a large electrical effort generally is associated with ion orbits that are

large compared to the channel width.
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By invokingthe "ion-entrainment-heatingmodel"(Schoenberg1993a,b),theabove-
describedinferencesfrom the Bernoulliequationcanbe extendedto provideesti-
matesof the ion orbit sizescomparedto the channelwidth, as will be done in
subsection(IV.-C). We finally concludethat, for self-fieldMHD thrustersdomi-
nated by the CIV condition,heavierspeciesaremoredemandingasregardsthe
high current levelsrequiredto limit the electricaleffort. Examplesareprovided.

B. Application of the Field Line Stretching Model

A quantitative analysis of the time-dependent flux profiles shown in Figs. 10ad is

attempted. By looking at the amount of flux which crosses the exit plane of the

thruster, we can obtain a rough idea of the axial distance a field line is displaced

during a discharge. For example, considering Fig. 10b, one can see that the last

field line to cross the exit plane is roughly 4.4 mWb. From computer modeling

calculations of the B_,z coil, this flux surface would initially be about 25 cm inside

the muzzle of the thruster. Thus, the experimental displacement distance seems to

be on the order of tens of centimeters.

A simple one dimensional model of the field line displacement has been developed

to account for the observed displacement, based upon the following assumptions:

• The plasma is taken to be a uniform resistive fluid moving axially with constant

velocity vz and possibly a constant rotational velocity v_. The model is non-self

consistent in that the back-reaction of stretched field lines on the plasma is ignored.

• The problem is reduced to slab geometry with the x-coordinate corresponding to

the radial direction, the z-coordinate to the axial direction, and the y-coordinate

to the azimuthal direction. Neglect of cylindrical effects generally requires that the

ratio of the interelectrode spacing to the average channel radius, A/r, be much less

than 1. In the case of CTX this ratio is roughly 0.43 (10 cm/23 cm), a relatively

high value. However, detailed analysis has shown that the correction to cylindrical

geometry proves to be a very small effect even with A/r _ 0.4.

• The magnetic field lines are assumed to be pinned at the anode and cathode surfaces.

It will be seen from the flux plots that this assumption is not accurately satisfied, at

least near the exit plane of the thruster. The resistive electrodes allow the field-line

footpoints to move downstream during the discharge. However, the assumption

is made as a first approximation in order to allow a basic quantitative analysis

to be performed. This analysis should thus provide an underestimate of the axial

displacement of applied magnetic flux.

• Local translational symmetry is assumed, so there is no z dependence of any physi-

cal observable. This assumption implies a negligible radial current density, which is

primarily associated with the self-field; but the presence of the self-field is neglected

in this simple model, which merely focuses upon the stretching of the applied field
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linesdue to the axial flowof conductingfluid. The assumptionis necessary,more-
over,in order to allow the developmentof a simpleonedimensionalmodel.If the
radial currentand self-fieldarenot neglected,the problembecomesa two dimen-
sionalonerequiringcomplicatednumericalsolutions.Themodelmaybesomewhat
rationalizedby imaginingthat theplasmahasbeenpre-acceleratedin theregionup-
streamof theappliedmagneticfield, sothat theself-fieldalreadyhasbeendepleted
upstreamof the appliedfield.

• Steadystate is assumedsoall time derivativesvanish. This assumptionmay not
be valid during the first few millisecondsof the dischargewhenthe field linesare
undergoingmuchof their distortion. However,weareconsideringin this modelthe
quasi-steadystate periodof the discharge.This analysisallowscalculationof the
equilibriumfieldlineshapeduring thequasi-steadystatephaseof thedischarge,in
whichthe tensionforcewithin themagneticfieldlinesexactlybalancesthe resistive
stretchingforceexertedby the flowingplasma.

• Axisymmetryisassumedsoall derivativeswith respectto the y- coordinate vanish.

When the Hall effect is included, the equation for the shape of a field line then can

be expressed as

vac 4)'((_) = _ (_+ _) - gz(¢ - 1

where -½ < _ < ½ and Kz is the effective magnetic Reynolds number:

1+ _x(vv/vz)Kz = P_

Er x Bz

Vy/Vz _" Er x By -- Bz/By

eBx
mere

_ [sec-1] _ 2.91-10-%_ Jam-3] (lnh) (T_ [eV])-3/_

In these equations describing the magnetic field shape, _ represents the nondimen-

sional radial position, defined as x/A, where A is the interelectrode spacing. The

variable ( is the nondimensional axial location of the field line, defined by z/A.

Here z is taken to be zero at the cathode foot-point of the field line. (R.m is the

usual magnetic Reynolds number defined as (vzA#o/7?) where 77is the resistivity of

plasma.) A diagram of this model for field line stretching is shown in Fig. 13. A de-

tailed derivation of the equation for the distorted field line shape, ((_), is provided

in Appendix C.

The following values correspond to a typical helium shot in the series (279-295)
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usedto obtainthe magneticfield measurements.

Bx _ 0.0035T

#oI (4_r-10-7) (60000A)

By = 21r---r_ 21r(0.23m)

Bz _ 0.0035T

ne _ 0.7 × 1014cm -3

In A _ 10

T_ _ 4eV

--- 0.052T

For this calculation, we shall assume a nominal axial velocity, Vz = 1.0 × 105 m/s,

which is about midway between the self-field Alfv_n speed and the observed time-

of-flight velocities of neutral particles observed downstream. Using these values, we

obtain the following:
ve = 2.6- 10Ssec -1

_= = 2.4

Kz -- 17.2

The radial position of maximum stretching is given by the equation:

_.o_e = _ _ -0.05
vac

Therefore, the maximum stretching distance is:

((_nose) _ 1.7

This result corresponds to 17 cm which is fairly close to the experimentally ob-

tained value, 25 cm. As mentioned earlier, it is to be expected that the observed

flux displacement in the downstream direction should somewhat exceed the model

prediction, since the electrodes are slightly resistive and allow the field-line foot-

points to be dragged downstream during the time-scale of a discharge.

Now, we can consider the reverse procedure. Taking the experimentally measured

field line displacement, work backward to determine the effective magnetic Reynolds

number, and consequently, the plasma velocity. Making the simplifying assumption,

_crit _'_ 0, the equation for ((_crit) becomes

¢(¢.o.) = + 8 z
a,c

Therefore,

gz_--4(S-._Xlv -_ 8_((nose)-
ac
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)va 25cm __ 2.5, the= -1 and taking the experimental value of _ as 10c---m--Letting s_ c
result is

Kz=4+8(2.5)=24 ,

to be compared with the earlier value of 17. Now, with D the resistive diffusivity

defined by D = _?/#0, where _?is the plasma resistivity, one has D _ 100 m2/s with

T, .._ 4 ev,

1+o:1y = 1 + nx(v ,/vz)

(24)(100)[ 1+(2.4) 2 ]9 A{ 0.0035"_ 0.I 1 + _._ 0.0s2 J

= 1.4- 105m/s

Thus, the field-line stretching model, when used in reverse, provides reasonable

agreement with the self-field Alfv@n speed and the observed axial velocities. For the

same reason as mentioned above concerning slightly resistive electrodes, the model

prediction of the velocity required to produce the observed flux displacement will

be slightly high, because the model foot-points are pinned in perfectly conducting

walls. (The thermal correction to the self-field Alfv_n speed is [1 + (f_/2)], and is

usually only a 10-15% correction for helium and deuterium as we show later on.)

The current density inside the thruster plume is proportional to the curl of the

magnetic field. With axisymmetry, this can be expressed as

1 0
jz = ----(rBo)

#or Or

10Be
jr =

#o Oz

Because the magnetic field data was obtained at a finite number of points, a finite

difference approximation was used to compute the partial derivatives. Figures 14a-

c show radial current density profiles calculated by the above method. The three

dimensional plots show radial current on the vertical z-axis, plotted versus radial

position on the x-axis and axial position on the z-axis. Figures 15a-c show an axial

cross section of the radial current density taken at a radial position 25 cm from

the axis of the tank. All of these figures show radial current dropping off rapidly

within 10 cm of the exit plane of the thruster. Furthermore, a reversal of the radial

current occurs between 10 cm and 15 cm from the exit plane. This current reversal

becomes prominent during the quasi-steady portion of the discharge as can be seen

in Fig. 15c.

The total radial current outside the thruster can be determined by numerically

integrating the radial current density data. At 2 ms, the total radial current outside
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the thruster is roughly 6.2 kA. The total thruster current at 2 ms during these
heliumdischargeswasroughly60kA. Therefore,only about10%of the total radial
current flow occursoutsideof the thruster at 2 ms into the discharge.The same
procedurecanbe performedon the data at 4 ms and 8 ms. The resultsat both
timesshowthat roughly16kA of radialcurrent,or about27%of the total thruster
currentoccursin front of the thruster. Theseresultsindicatethat throughout the
discharge,most of the current remainsinsidethe thruster.

C. Inferences of Some Internal Properties of the CTX Discharges

In this section we shall utilize the conservation laws of steady, axisymmetric, ideal

MHD flow in a thin (quasi-lD) annular channel of constant average radius, and

the model of ion-entrainment-heating described in our previous NASA report, (K.

Schoenberg et al., NASA Contractor Report 191084, March 1993) together with

experimental data, to infer certain internal properties of the plasma propellant.

These properties have not been accessible to direct measurement. The inferred

properties are:

• the propellant velocity in the upstream region;

• the presence of an effective nozzle constriction;

• the ion "beta" (ratio of ion thermal pressure to self-field magnetic pressure);

• the ion gyro-radius.

The assumption of self-field channel flow within the accelerator will be made,

B _ B0, as motivated, in part, by the observation that the flowing magneto-plasma

expels a substantial amount of applied flux from within the channel and, in part,

by the usually much smaller B_ values estimated for the applied field as compared

with the Bg self field value. There is other compelling evidence to suggest that

the propellant flow is obeying a self-field description within the accelerator, which

will be presented shortly below. Moreover, the MHD conservation laws will be uti-

lized only upstream of the presumed "nozzle," wherein B0 is still comparable to its

maximum value.

The assumption of cold flow will be made, P << (Bg/2_0), which is consistent a

posteriori with the obtained result that the inferred ion beta values often prove to

be moderately small compared to unity. Moreover, the smallness of the electron

temperatures observed in this set of experiments justifies the neglect of the electron

pressure compared with the inferred ion pressure. However, some of the cold-flow

model results prove to be exact with respect to thermal effects, within the context

of ideal MHD. Moreover, self-consistent thermal effects are taken into account in

the Tables presented at the end of this report, by means of the methods presented

in Appendix B.
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An interesting(but not unprecedented)characteristicof the experiments described

herein is their apparent display of the Alfv@n CIV phenomenon. Alfv@n hypothesized

that incident neutral particles falling from afar towards the sun (without apprecia-

ble angular momentum) could be stopped away from the sun by ions trapped in an

ambient magnetic field, provided that the kinetic energy of the neutrals (in the rest

frame of the ions) exceeded the ionization energy of the neutrals. Alfv@n hypoth-

esized that this energetically allowed ionization process would then indeed occur,

so that the neutrals would become ionized, would become trapped in the ambient

magnetic field, and therefore would not fall into the sun. In this way, matter would

be able to accrete at some distance from the sun, thereby providing a basis for

the formation of the planets. (Neutral particles incident from afar with appreciable

angular momentum would remain on untrapped orbits in the absence of prior accre-

tion but could also become trapped by this mechanism.) (See H. Ally@n, 1960, and

references therein.) When Alfv6n presented this concept, it was at first met with

skepticism, but has since enjoyed decades of experimental confirmation, both in the

laboratory and in space-physics experiments, covering orders-of-magnitude ranges

of the principal parameters. In the laboratory, ions accelerated against resting neu-

trals appear to have a velocity limit at the CIV as long as the gas is not completely

ionized. The laboratory signature of this velocity saturation usually is the (E/B)

drift velocity of the ions, as inferred from the proportionality of discharge voltage

to the magnetic field strength. The latter usually has been a strong externally

applied transverse magnetic field in CIV-oriented experiments. In spite of these

striking experimental results, there is as yet no comprehensive, detailed theoretical

understanding of how this happens. However, there is general agreement among

researchers in this subject that direct collisions between heavy particles cannot,

by themselves, account for the observed ionization process; thus, micro-instabilities

that populate the high-energy tail of the electron distribution are presently sus-

pected as enabling part of the electron population to achieve the ionization. The

entire subject has recently received a thorough review by Brenning (N. Brenning,

1992). Also, Choueiri et al. (op. cit) have studied the CIV process specifically in

connection with the characteristics of magneto-plasma-dynamic self-field thrusters.

Let us provisionally suppose that V¢Iv is indeed the characteristic fluid (i.e., guiding-

center) velocity of ions in the breech (upstream) region of the CTX accelerator

(where the bulk of the ionization is presumed to occur), and let us identify this

velocity with the self-field drift velocity, (Er/Bo). It follows that, within the quasi-

1D thin-channel approximation, which is approximately valid for CTX,

Er V 27rr

VCIV = B-_ = A u0I '

where A is the channel width, r is the average channel radius, Be in the breech is

related by Ampere's law to the total discharge current I, and V is the discharge
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voltageappearingacrossthe channel.Of course,this (E/B) drift scenariofor the
ionspresupposesthat the ion gyro-orbitsarenot frequentlydisruptedby collisions.

Now, the aboverelationprovidesa prescriptionfor the deviceimpedance,namely,

/_0 Tr A
R = vciv r •

This is the apparent resistance of the discharge.

Measuring VcIv in seconds (like specific impulse), this discharge resistance becomes

R[Ohms] = (Vcrv [sec]) x 10-6 x (-_-) [_ ]

In the CTX device, one has (2A/r) _ 1 (which is almost exact if the dominant

ionization takes place close to the cathode) so that the discharge resistance can be

approximately expressed as

R[milliohms] _ (VcIv [sec]) x 10-3[ma]

Since critical ionization velocities generally lie in the range of a few thousand sec-

onds, the above expression implies that the discharge resistance should be in the

few-milliohm range (i.e., in the "ruff range).

Approximate values of Vciv that prove to yield good agreement with observed dis-

charge resistances for the propellants corresponding to deuterium, helium, and argon

are as follows:

Deuterium (D2 _ D+ + D+) : Vcrv = 4800 sec.

: (5500 sec.)

Helium (He _ He +) : VcIv = 3500 sec.

Argon (Ar -----*Ar ++) : Vciv = 1450 sec.

Here, we are considering the direct double-ionization of argon, rather than a multi-

step process, Ar _ Ar + ---- Ar ++. The multi-step process would, at first glance,

be unable to utilize the relative velocity of Ar + and Ar ++ within the framework of

the CIV process, as they both have the same guiding-center drift velocity; however,

there may be non-guiding-center effects which could come into play on short time

scales. (The direct double ionization of argon usually is not considered in connection

with the CIV process, but is suggested by the discharge impedance in CTX with

argon propellant. Additional indirect evidence for Ar ++ in CTX will be described

below.)

Here, it was noted that the center-of-mass energy of colliding particles, such as for

D+ + D2 _ D+ + D + + D+, is not available for ionization; but also that the
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time-averageenergyof an incidention on a cycloidicorbit that starts at rest is
twice theenergyof theguiding-centervelocity.It is this time-averageenergyonan
individual ion orbit that, at the CIV threshold,is takento be the ionization (and
dissociation)energyplus the center-of-massenergy. Finally, the transition back
to the guiding-centervelocityis made,andthis is what is tabulatedabove. This
particular approachwasinvokedhereas a simpleand definitephenomenological
procedure. (SeeJ. Sherman,1968.)If, on the otherhand,the guiding-centerve-
locitiessimplywereconventionallytakento havethe ionization(anddissociation)
energiesfor the abovegases,the Vcrv results for helium and argon would be un-

changed, and the result for deuterium (in parentheses above) would be only slightly

different.

Using the VcIv values listed above, one then computes the following discharge re-

sistances (in m_) for the various propellants.

Calculated Measured

Deuterium : R_4.8m_2 5.3 ± 0.7m_

: (5.5 mg_)

Helium : R_3.5m_ 3.4 ± 0.3m_

Argon : R_l.5m_ 1.7±0.05m_

These results present interesting agreement with the experimental results. They

thus may constitute evidence that the CIV is operative in the upstream (ionizing)

region of the accelerator, probably close to the cathode, and moreover that self-

field propellant flow is a good approximation notwithstanding the presence of the

transverse applied magnetic field. Apparently, the plasma is able to force a self-field

channel flow by laterally and axially displacing the applied magnetic flux.

The conventional picture of nozzle flow is that the high-pressure fluid from a reser-

voir is accelerated through a nozzle starting almost from rest in the reservoir. How-

ever, the above results imply that the ion fluid being accelerated in CTX has already

been given an impulsive start in the very process of ion creation. That is, the plasma

propellant does not start from rest, but possesses a very substantial initial velocity

before it even enters the nozzle region.

This picture of an impulsive start now will be supported by an analysis which uses

the conservation laws together with experimental data to '_work backwards" and

infer properties of the flowing plasma within the accelerator, including the presence

of a constriction in the flow. The exact cause and make-up of the constriction remain

matters of speculation, however. It may be noted that the detection downstream

of axial velocities near to, but somewhat above the self-field Alfv@n speed, and

substantially above the (Er/Bo) drift velocity in the breech of the accelerator, is

consistent with the notion of nozzle-like acceleration of the propellant.
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As a basisfor ouranalysisandinterpretationof the 10-MW-10-ms-classdischarges
in CTX, weshallfirst reviewthe conservationlawsthat will be invokedto infer the
internal conditionswithin the flowingplasma.

Let us supposethat the plasmain a steady,axisymmetric,nonrotatingself-field
flow, is a perfectelectricalconductor,

(1

and let us suppose also that there is neither mass addition (or loss) nor heat addition

(or loss) downstream of the upstream ionization region. Then the total energy

balance relation for the plasma and electromagnetic fields can be written as

V. V pV 2+- + +-- =0 , (2
v- #0

wherein p is the mass density, V is the flow velocity, P is the plasma pressure, /_

is the local magnetic field, and E is the local electric field. The Poynting flux is

(_ x/_/#0). Here also, "y is the ratio of specific heats, Cp/Cv, which also may be

identified with f, the number of degrees of freedom available for particle motion,

by "),= [1 + (2/f)].

The physical meaning of Eq. (1) is that the magnetic field lines move with the

propellant. The physical meaning of Eq. (2) is that the depletion of kinetic and

thermal energies and the exertion of pressure-work is compensated by an influx of

electromagnetic energy; thus the total energy within a volume is conserved.

The use of Eq. (1) together with local mass conservation,

v. (pC)= 0 , (3

immediately converts Eq. (2) into the following form.

V.V V2+ _/ P+ 0 --0 (4
- -Ip

Thus, the "generalized specific enthalpy," namely h given by

h - { 1V2+7-71P+p --#0pB_ } , (5

is conserved along the flow. The magnetic term can be thought of as arising from

the Poynting vector in Eq. (2), written in the form

2#0 2#0 '

i
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whereinthe first term canbe identifiedwith the flowof magneticenergy,and the
secondterm can be identifiedwith the rate of work performedby the magnetic
pressure.

Another important conservationlaw can be derivedas a consequenceof steady
axisymmetry,perfectelectricalconductivity,theabsenceof rotation, andmasscon-
servation,Eq. (3). It reads

B..ee= const, along the flow. (6
pr

Since we consider the case of a thin annular channel of constant average radius, r,

Eq. (6) becomes

B.__e= const, along the flow, (6-a
P

when

r --- const, along the flow. (6-b

The global form of mass conservation, Eq. (3) in the quasi-lD form

pV2rrA = const, along the flow, (7

also proves to be useful. Here, A is the width of the annular channel, which may

vary along the flow.

Finally, the adiabatic (isentropic) relation should be mentioned, namely

Pp-_ = const, along the flow. (8

Eq. (8) can be derived by the combined utilization of the partial differential equa-

tions of ideal MHD governing the local disposition of plasma mass, momentum, and

plasma energy.

Now, one can combine the differential forms of Eqs. 5, 6, 7, and 8 to obtain the dif-

ferential equation that governs the flow of a self-field propellant through an annular

nozzle of constant average radius. This equation reads as follows.

( c V 2 ) 1 dV 1 dA (9+ C_ 1 _ d-z--- A d---z-

(Here, z represents the axial coordinate along the channel.) In this equation, the

Alf-v4n speed is defined by

CA = v/B_/ltop (10-a

and the speed of sound is defined by

Cs = • (10-b
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The important conclusionto be drawnfrom the differentialequationfor annular
nozzleflow,Eq. (9), is that continuousaccelerationthroughthethroat of thenozzle
(at z -- z0 where (dA/dz) = 0) requires that

y =cl+c at z=z0 (11

Thus, the flow speed matches the fast-magnetosonic speed in the throat of the

self-field annular nozzle.

We shall set 7 = 2 for simplicity. (For hot semi-collisional ions, this value of _/

has some physical relevance and, in any case, is not much different from the fully

collisional value, _ --- 5/3.) It then follows that the plasma "beta" (the ratio of

thermal pressure to magnetic pressure) can be written as

P (2P/p) C_ (12
fl = (Bg/2#0) = (Bg/tZoP) = _A

In view of Eq. (8) with _ = 2, together with Eq. (6-a), we see that 13 is conserved

along the flow.

We shall find later that j3 proves to be moderately small. Therefore we shall ignore

thermal effects. Then Eq. (5) becomes

h = 2 V2 + C_ = const, along the flow.

Moreover, Eq. (11) now becomes

(13

= (14

where the subscript "0" means "at the throat of the nozzle." -

An important relation for the subsequent analysis emerges from applying global,

quasi-lD mass conservation, Eq. (7), between the breech (labelled b) and the throat

(labelled "0"), and invoking Eqs. 14, 10-a, and 6-a. One has

._f = 2zrr AbPb Vb = 2_rrA0P0V 0 ,

from which it thus can be shown that

(15

( 0)3J2= (16

Thus, the conservation laws imply a fundamental relationship between the upstream

"Alfv_n-Mach number," (Vb/CAb). the nozzle contraction ratio (Ab/Ao), and the

nozzle density ratio, (po/pb).

Finally, invoking the constancy of h between the breech and the throat, Eq. (13),

together with Eqs. (14), (6-a), and (16), one can then reduce Eq. (13) to the rela-

tionship
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2C-_Ab+1 = _ _0 \2_] (17

Thus there is a direct connection between the upstream Alfvdn-Mach number and

the contraction ratio of the nozzle. This makes sense because, in the "subsonic"

region upstream of the throat, the propellant can sense the downstream conditions

at the throat. At this point, one can observe that in the limit Vb2 << C24b, Eqs, (16)

and (17) together imply that

p_o_-2 (for <<cL)
Pb 3

By defining an upstream energy ratio, eb, as

Eq. (17) can be rewritten as

where

v: (]pbv 2)

\2,_o/

(18

1

AC3_¢2+2=0 , (19

A-

and

I (21C-= +3

Equation (19) serves to epitomize the relation between (A0/Ab) and (Vb/CAb), and

also the relation with (Po/Pb) via Eq. (16). These relations are plotted in Fig. 14. If

one has prior knowledge of the contraction ratio from having built the nozzle into

the channel walls, then one can solve the cubic equation (19) to obtain the upstream

Alfvdn-Mach number. In the present set of experiments, such prior knowledge of

the contraction ratio does not exist.

The basic ideal MHD machinery has now been laid out. A final step, as a pre-

requisite for further analysis and interpretation of the experiments (while taking

into account the absence of prior knowledge about the contraction ratio), is to de-

velop a direct connection to the experimental measurements, so as to be useful in

a quantitative manner. The approach used here is to develop an expression for

the discharge resistance using the unknown throat conditions and their ratios to

the partly unknown conditions upstream. (It is important to note that the CIV

condition is not assumed at the outset here.) There then prove to be enough global

experimentally measured quantities that several internal unknowns can be inferred,

both in the breech and in the throat.
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By writing the dischargevoltage(which is independentof axial positionbecause
the electrodesaretakento beperfectconductors)acrossthe throat of a presumed
nozzle,throat width A0,

V = ErA0 = CAoBeoAo ,

and using the definition of the Alfv@n speed (10-a), and conservation law (6-a)

between breech and throat, one finds that

v = (,0I (22

Here, the ubiquitous symbol x0 is defined as the density ratio,

xo =- (Po/Pb ) (23

Then, writing ._/at the throat,/V/-- poCAo2_rrAo, and again using (10-a) and (6-a)

between breech and throat, one finds

1 _ xoIAo__ (24
M

The use of (24) in (22) yields the discharge resistance as

V (Ao_ 2 (_0_2 12 (25

Now, from Eq. (16), one has

Using (26) in (25), solving for Vb/CAb, and converting R to m_2, I to kA, and _/

to g/s, one finally has an equation for the upstream Alfv@n-Mach number in terms

of the experimental data. This equation reads

_/_ r (27
_AAb--{Exper'}_b '

where the experimental data appear in {Exper.} as

{Exper.} = _ _R[mf_]_f[g/s]
(28

Here, it is important to state that Eqs. (27) and (28) that determine (Vb/CAb) prove

to be exact as they stand, within a self-consistent thermal model; see Appendix B.

This is because Eq's. (27) and (28) also are directly obtainable from the ideal MHD

condition in the breech, Erb = VbBeb, without any reference to the conditions at the
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throat of thenozzle.Theexactagreementbetweentheresultsof thetwoderivations
servesto illustrate the globalunity of the quasi-lD, ideal-MHDmodelof self-field
flow in a highly conductingchannel.Moreover,Eq. (25)provesdirectly usefulin
our subsequentdiscussionof thesignificanceof (I2//_/), whereinthroat conditions
cannotbeavoided.

At this point, Eq. (17) can be usedto determinethe nozzlecontractionratio,
(Ab/Ao). Then Eq. (16) or (26) can be usedto determinethe density ratio,
xo -- (Po/Pb). (These cold-flow results for (Ab/Ao) and (PO/Pb) are subject to

thermal corrections; see Appendix B.)

Having inferred the upstream Alfv@n-Mach number, (Vb/CAb), and the nozzle con-

traction ratio, (Ab/A0) , we now introduce the ion-entrainment-heating model to

allow further inferences. The ion-entrainment-heating model was discussed in de-

tail in our earlier NASA report (K. Schoenberg et al., NASA Contractor Report

191084, March 1993), and deals with the nonideal MHD process of plasma gen-

eration in a region upstream of the ideal-MHD flow region. It states that there

is equipartition between flow energy and thermal energy in the region of plasma

generation.

1 2 Pb (29--a= 1

With 7 ----2 and dividing through by C24b = B_b/(#OPb ), this relation becomes

Pb
C_ b (B_b/2#o) -- _ . (29-b

Hence, the plasma '%eta" is the square of the upstream Alfv@n-Mach number, if the

ion-entrainment-heating model is valid. (Here, the ion beta, #_, is to be identified

with the plasma beta, _, in view of the small electron temperature in comparison

with the inferred ion temperature.)

The ion gyro-radius, rci, may now be inferred. Introducing the "electrical effort" .--

as

__ m_ I (30

where mi is the mass of an ion and e is the charge on an electron, one can verify

two useful identities.
c 1

Wpirci V_ (31-a

b

In (31-b), c is the speed of light (3 × l0 s m/s) and wpi represents the ion plasma

frequency, _/(ne2/eom_), where n is the ion number density and e0 is the electrical

permittivity of free space.
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Fromthe identitiesin Eq. (31),andnotingEq. (29-b)for fli, onefinds that the ion

gyro-radiuscanbeexpressedas

(32
CAb

(It is important to note that Eq. (31-a) is independent of the ion-charge-state, and

that Wpi is defined as if the charge state were single in Eq. (31-b). Correspondingly,

the ion gyro-radius, rc_ will be treated as for a single charge, by definition, except

where specifically noted.)

From (32) one can note that, since

Vth_ (33
0Jci

where Vthi is the ion thermal velocity, 2V/_jrn_, and wci is the ion gyro-frequency,

(eBe/rn_), and since
v: = (34

according to the ion-entrainment-heating model, (29-a), one can therefore write

Eq. (32) in the form

_ _/ Vb (35
T

(Here, as mentioned above, -: and wci are defined for a single charge state.) Since

(Vb/CAb) has already been inferred from ideal MHD and the device parameters, I,

_iVI,R, and (r/Ab) and since _.,--a;_, and Ab are known from experimental measure-

ments of I, 2_/, and Ab, Eq. (35) provides an absolute estimate of Vb. Invoking the

ion-entrainment-heating model has enabled this absolute estimate to be possible.

We shall find that use of the Alfv6n critical ionization velocity for Vb on the right

hand side of Eq. (35) nicely reproduces the previously inferred value of Vb/CAb.

Moreover, continuing in this manner, one can take the previously inferred value of

(Vb/CAb), invoke Vb = Vclv, and thereby infer the ion number density in the up-

stream region. This ought to come out with slightly larger values than ne measured

near the muzzle.

If the CIV condition is indeed operative here, then, according to Eqs. (33) and (34),

r_ scales as follows.
VCI V ?"

rci ---- _ "_ _V/e ioniz./i
LOc/

Here, e ioniz, represents the energy required to ionize a neutral atom. Clearly, low

currents and heavy species will tend to produce large ion orbits, perhaps too large.

This point will be discussed later using a different approach.

As examples, we shall now analyze three specific discharges, one for each propellant

type used, namely helium, deuterium, and argon. We recall that CTX geometry
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hasr = 23 cm, Ab = 10 cm. so that (r/Ab) = 2.3. Cold flow as described above is

used for simplicity in these three examples, but self-consistent thermal effects are

allowed for in Appendix B and in the Tables presented at the end of this paper

(including these examples). The number densities quoted at the beginning of each

case are ne measurements, the conditions of which will be specified below.

Case I.--Helium _305

I = 60 kA; V = 180 v; /V/= 2.25 g/s;

(R = 3.0 m_); (=. = 1.10); (ne = 0.4 × 1014 cm-3; averaging time 5-10 ms;

5 cm upstream of muzzle, 2.5 cm from cathode.)

Applied Field Coil Current -- 140 A.

From Eqs. (27) and (28):

Alfvdn-Mach number

From Eq. (17):

Nozzle contraction ratio

- 0.500

A b

A0
--=1.30 ; (from Eq. (16): xo = Po = 0.750)

Pb

From Eq. (29):

Ion beta

= 0.250

From Eq. (32):

Ion gyro-radius in breech

= 0.275 or = 0.550
b b

The Relevance of CIV (a check)

Lastly, we can check again on the relevance of the CIV condition by invoking

it on the right-hand side of Eq. (35). Since

Bob = 2_rr = 52.2 x 10 -3 [tesla] ,

one has, for helium, with wc_ = (eBo/mi),

(wci)b = __eBob= 1.26 × 10Sis -1]
mi
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Then, for _ = V¢iv = 3500[s] = 35 × 103[m/s], the right-hand side of Eq. (35)

becomes

=(a)ciA)b/ = 0.503 ,

in excellent agreement with the upstream Alfvdn-Mach number. (The relative

error is 6%, and the square has a relative error of 12%, which is the same order

as the deviation of shot #305 from Table I as regards the discharge resistance.)

Moreover, we can also use the inferred value, Vb/CAb = 0.500 and replace 175

with Vow for helium, to obtain an estimate of the ion or electron density in

the upstream region of the accelerator, since CAb depends upon (I/rv/-ff), with

r = 0.23 m. The result is

nb _ 0.7 x 1014 cm -3

in reasonable agreement with the measured densities downstream.

This completes our account of Case I.

Case II.--Deuterium :_604

I= 55 kA; V = 262 volts; ._/= 1.26 g/s;

(R = 4.76 mf_); (E = 0.903); (he = 0.78 x 1014 cm-3; averaging time 3-

10 ms; 5 cm downstream, 5 cm from cathode.)

Applied Field Coil Current = 180 A.

Alfvdn-Mach number

Nozzle contraction ratio

Vb
-- = 0.512
CAb

A---_b= 1.28 ; (x0 = 0.754)
Ao

Ion beta

= 0.262

Ion gyro-radius

or
=0.473

A}b

The Relevance of CIV (a check)

#0..__/= 47.8 × 10 -3 [tesla]
Bob = 2rr
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eBeb
= 2.31 × 106[s -1]

mi

Eq. (35):

Vc v = 4800[s](5500[s])

Yclv  1/2
=0.480 (0.514)

This result is in excellent agreement with the upstream Alfvdn-Mach number,

especially using the CIV condition according to the guiding-center version of

Alfvdn's original hypothesis, as opposed to Sherman's interpretation.

Finally, replacing V_ by Vciv = 55000 [m/s] in the above-known ratio

(Vb/CAb), one can estimate the number density of deuterium ions in the up-

stream region, as n b _ 0.5 × 1014 cm -3, which is within about 50% of the

measured ne.

Case III.--Argon _494

I = 63.4 kA; V = 112 v; J_/= 10 g/s;

(R = 1.77 mR); (-_ = 2.62); (he - 2.6 × 1014 cm-3; averaging time 7-13 ms;

5 cm upstream, 5 cm from cathode.)

Applied Field Coil Current = 140 A.

Alfvdn-Mach number

Nozzle contraction ratio

Vb
-- = 0.763
CAb

Ab
m=1.05 ; (x0=0.863)
Ao

Ion beta

= O.582

(The "Cold Flow" model may appear to lose accuracy for argon. However,

according to Appendix B, the present result proves to be exact including ther-

mal effects within the ideal-MHD model. Differences with the experimental

results, if they were available, would arise from the neglected Hall effect, which

is much larger than for the other cases in the case of argon.)

Ion gyro-radius

--Ab b
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The Relevance of Gig (a check)

/z0I 5.51 × 10-2 [tesla]
Be = 21rr

eBe
wc_ = _ = 1.33 × 105[s -1]

mi

Yc v = 1450[s]

Eq. (35):

_o.o4 
This is within _15% of the value previously inferred for (Vb/CAb).

Finally, replacing V_ by Very = 14500 [m/s] (in approximate accord with the

measured impedance) in the above-known ratio (Vb/CAb), one can estimate

the number density of argon ions in the upstream region, as nb '_ 1.0 × 1014

cm -3. For Ar ++, this yields the predicted electron density as ne = 2nb .-_

2.0 × 1014 cm -3. (Again, the quantitative accuracy may not be very high here

because one had to square the (Vb/CAb) ratio in order to estimate the ion

density, and concomitantly because of the neglect of the large Hall effect; see

Appendix A.)

Here, one might think that the inference for (Ar ++) is not firm, because the

inferred nb scales as (VcIv) -2, so that for (Ar+), the estimate of 1.0 x 1014

cm -3 would, using Vczv for Ar +, be increased up to 3 × 1014 cm -3, which is

close to the measured value for ne, namely 2.6 × 1014 cm -3. However, the use

of YclY for Ar + in Eq. (35) concomitantly would yield a significantly smaller

prediction for (Vb/CAb), namely _ 0.5, which would be in greater disagreement

than before with the "experimentally-based" value from ideal MHD, namely

0.76.

Summary of the Results of (IV.-C)

A means of using the global experimental data together with the conservation laws of

self-field, cold channel flow in a thin coaxial channel (quasi-lD) has been constructed

so as to infer some otherwise inaccessible features of the propellant flow in CTX.

(These results also have been extended to include self-consistent thermal effects; see

Appendix B and Fig. 14.)

Substantial Alfv_n-Mach numbers in the upstream region have been inferred, in-

dicating that the plasma generation process is concomitant with "impulsive start"

to the initial flow, which presumably takes place in the upstream ionization layer.
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At the sametime, moderatenozzle-likeconstrictionsin the flow field havebeenin-
ferred. (Forargon,the inferredconstrictionwith coldflowseemsalmostnegligible,
but is largerwith the thermalcorrections.)However,the originof theeffectivenoz-
zleisuncertain.Wespeculatethat it mayarisefromthedistortedappliedmagnetic
flux, but in a mannerwhichmustbedifferentfrom that in the earlierhigh-power,
short-pulseexperiments.

By invokingthe ion-entrainment-heatingmodel,it becomespossibleto further infer
valuesof the ion (plasma)beta, and the ion gyro-radiusin the upstreamregion.
For heliumand deuterium,the beta-valuesaremoderatelysmall (_0.25),and the
ion gyro-diametersareabouthalf of the channelwidth. Moreover,theseresultsare
meaningfulbecause,for heliumand deuterium,it is found that vii <<: wci for the

discharges examined here; that is, when the ion temperature is assumed to be on

the order of the ionization (and dissociation) energy according to the CIV model,

the ion-ion mean free path for cumulative 90 ° Coulomb scattering is much larger

than rc_. For argon, the beta is substantial (,-_0.6), and the gyro-diameter is larger

than the channel width. The cold-flow model still has quantitative meaning for

estimating the argon beta within ideal MHD (see Appendix B), but the neglected

Hall effect can engender some error. The large orbits for argon could indicate

that the ions may be carrying a significant part of the discharge current and that

there may be substantial wall interaction with the ions. However, for Ar ++, this

possibility must be tempered by the estimate that, for the considered discharge,

v_i _ wc_. That is, the ion-ion collisional mean free path is of the same order of

magnitude as the size of the gyro-orbit. Even so, the implication is that the Ar ++

orbits probably will intersect the walls.

Although it is possible in principle to obtain a lower bound for the thruster efficiency,

by obtaining the velocity Vo in the nozzle throat from VcIv by means of the ideal

MHD conservation laws, and then writing the thruster efficiency as

> ½mWo2Ev°lts]
EV[volts] '

such an estimate becomes vulnerable to distortion by small errors in Vo due to the

incompleteness of the ideal MHD model. Thus, we have refrained from presenting

formal estimates of efficiency. However, we will note qualitatively here, that the

observation of time-of-flight deuterium neutrals with energies of _ 200-300 volts

(under anomalous gas-starved conditions), V _ 300 volts, and -_ _ 1 to 2, is not in-

consistent with thrust efficiencies of order 50%. (To realize such an efficiency would

require the use of magnetic "trim coils" downstream, to alleviate the detachment

process and straighten out the flow. See R. W. Moses et al., 1992).

The presence of the CIV condition is shown, a poster'ioN, to be in good agreement

with the previously inferred values of the upstream Alfv_n-Mach numbers for helium

and deuterium. In the case of argon, the agreement is not as good as for the other
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speciesbut is still fairly good. This may be attributed to the deficiencyof the
ideal-MHD model for argonwith respectto the Hall effect. Moreover,the CIV
conditionsusedhavebeenshownearlieraboveto yield valuesfor the impedances
of the dischargesthat are in goodagreementwith experiment,within the simple
contextof self-fieldflow.

It is interesting to note that the CIV conditions used to obtain this agreement with

experiment for the discharge impedances, and to obtain model consistency (with

Vb/CAb), correspond to a CIV process whereby D2 is "at once" dissociated and

fully ionized, and where Ar is "at once" doubly ionized. The latter result suggests

that spectroscopic confirmation of the occurrence of Ar ++ should be attempted in

CTX in future work of this kind. Although such direct spectroscopic evidence is

not suj_cient to confirm the direct ionization of Ar ++ as opposed to a multi-step

process, it certainly is a necessary consequence of our proposed scenario for argon.

But the indirect evidence here for Ar ++ is three-fold: the discharge impedance; the

inference from Eq. (35); and the inference from the predicted vs measured electron

density.

D. Characteristics of CIV-Dominated Self-Field MPD Thrusters

In this final subsection of analysis and interpretation, we wish to make the following

points. If high-power, coaxial, MHD self-field thrusters are indeed dominated by

the Alfv_n CIV process in the upstream ionization layer, then certain characteristic

features will be present as the CIV signature; and also certain consequences for

thruster operation will have to be recognized and dealt with. The basic problem is

that the electrical effort parameter is too large when the discharge current is too

small. (Here, we use the term "self-field thrusters" in a slightly generalized sense

that allows the presence of moderate applied fields or magnetic nozzles that are

weak enough to be displaced by a self-field flow.)

First, let us consider certain signatures of the CIV effect. As will be shown in detail

shortly, it is found that, for a material nozzle, or for a magnetic nozzle having a

controlled contraction ratio due to shape-sensing and feed-back, there then is a close

connection between the "initial" velocity, l/_ -= VcIv, and the (I2/1_/I) parameter.

(This (I2/1Vf) parameter usually is identified with the propellant exit velocity, Vex,

since/_/Vex is the thrust, which depends only on 12 for a given self-field thruster.)

That is, 12
_ const. (36

M

for CIV-dominated operation with a given propellant. Therefore, the voltage across

the accelerator, calculated at the breech, scales as follows,

12

V ._ _E_)b "_ Vciv(Se)b "_ _ I , (37
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sinceEr = VzBo in ideal MHD, and since Beb = #oI/2_rr from Ampere's law.

Thus, the voltage, which generally scales as I3/IVf for propellants driven by magnetic

pressure rather than thermal pressure, finally scales simply with the current during

CIV-dominated operation.

V~ I (38

One has a linear (I, V) characteristic, and a characteristic discharge resistance,

as discussed above for CTX. The linearity of the (I, V) characteristic, below a

characteristic current level, has been noted experimentally and discussed theoreti-

cally in connection with the CIV process by E. Y. Choueiri et ah (op. cit.). This

behavior also has been observed in other nozzle-shaped, coaxial plasma-accelerator

experiments, for example as noted below.

Another characteristic of CIV-dominated operation follows from the condition at

the throat.
12

~ CAO (39
M

This also will be derived below. (Again, we are assuming for simplicity that "cold-

flow" constitutes a fairly good approximation.)

From the constancy of (i2//_/), and noting that CAO = Boo/v/ponomi, Eq. (39)

thus implies that the local plasma number density scales as

n-,_ B_ _-, 12 ,,_ _/ . (4O

The scalings in Eqs. (38) and (40) have been especially prominent in the detailed

experimental observations of recent Russian plasma accelerator research with an

annular material nozzle (V. Afanas'ev et al., 1991). However, these researchers did

not make the connection of such signatures with the Alfv_n CIV phenomenon. (It

also should be remarked that such scalings can arise from the finite-beta-limits that

are associated with the onset of certain MHD instabilities of the Raleigh-Taylor

type, but we cannot dwell on that subject in this report.)

At this point, having described the signatures exhibited by CIV-initiated, self-field,

coaxial MHD thrusters with built-in annular nozzles, we shall turn to the practical

implications of such thruster operation. From Eq. (25), noting also that V =

ErAb = VcivB0bAb, and BOb = (l_oI)/2_rr, one finds that (with xo = Po/Pb)

= VcivIs]\ ] (41

This equation (which was referred to above) demonstrates that, for a given geom-

etry, the (I2/i_I) parameter is directly scaled by Yciv, because x03 depends on the

geometry via Eqs. (16) and (17). This equation also is of interest in itself, for it

makes clear that the _1000 [kA%s/g] observed in CTX for helium and deuterium
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is not surprisingfor parametervaluesV¢iv _ several thousand seconds, Ab _ Ao,

r _ 2A0, and x30 _ 1/3 to 1/2 as estimated earlier. Finally, in justification of

Eq. (39), it is important to note that the ratio (Vo/Vb) also depends only on the

geometry, which follows from the invariance of .;_/.

However, the important point that we-now wish to make involves the electrical

effort, .--.. This thruster characteristic is a measure of how hard the thruster must

work electrically in order to expel a given amount of mass downstream, Eq. (30).

It also is related to the size of the ion gyro-orbit compared to the channel width,

Eq. (32).

=
A/b

Thus, large values of E may not be conducive to radially confined ions. Moreover,

E may constitute an important limitation of thruster efficiency. That is because the

thruster efficiency (thrust power/input power) can be expressed as (exhaust energy

per ion [volts])/(electrical effort × discharge voltage).

For all of these reasons, it would appear that large values of -g (E >> 1) may not be

associated with efficient thruster performance and long electrode life. Therefore, we

now ask the question as to what operational conditions will insure that _- remains

a moderate value, =.< 1.

This question can be addressed by writing E as follows.

m_ I mi 12 1

eM eMI

Or

-e- l[kA]

The utilization of Eq. (41) then yields

(42

or

E
e 1[kA][ 1000 J

I A _VcIv[S]Abr 1 _ (43
"- _ 2 I[kA] [ 1000 E'_'=-_- A0 x0 J

Here, A is the atomic mass number of the propellant.

For moderate ratios between the breech and the throat, x 3 _ 1/2, say, Eq. (43)

assumes the following form for deuterium (A = 2). (Here, we take Ab _ A0 and

r _ 2A0 as in CTX.)

2O

I[kA]
(deuterium in CTX)
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For argon(A -- 40),Eq. (45)becomes

8O
_ I[kA------] (argon in CTX).

(These numbers are slightly underestimated in CTX, since Ab > A0, r > 2A0, and

x03 < 1/2.) These results indicate that high-current operation may be required to

limit the values of _, especially in operation with heavier species.

In connection with these current levels, and to provide a perspective, it is interesting

to return to the three examples considered above, in subsection (IV:C). Using

Choueiri's (op. cit.) formula for the characteristic current at full ionization, one

finds for helium #305, 40 kA vs 60 kA actual; for deuterium #604, 37 kA vs

55 kA actual; for argon #494, 55 kA vs 63 kA actual. (The much lower J:, currents

in Choueiri's argon experiments are explainable by the difference in the ionization

energies, by the large disparities in 21//, and in geometry, as compared to CTX.)

Thus, the CTX experiments described herein are being operated at current levels

near to, but somewhat exceeding, Choueiri's estimate of the current level required

for full ionization.

In their 1985 paper (op. cit), Choueiri et al. derive a formula for the electric cur-

rent of a self-field discharge that just achieves full ionization, J:i. They do this by

equating two different expressions for the thrust. The first is thrust expressed as

the self-field magnetic pressure exerted in the upstream direction on an effective

annular area in the breech end of the plasma accelerator. The second is thrust

expressed as -Q_z, the rate of propellant momentum emission downstream at the

muzzle end of the accelerator, assuming that the mass flow M is (almost) fully

ionized and that the exit velocity is limited by Vcxy. Thus, the assumptions are

that there is no nozzle-produced acceleration within the thruster and that the axial

velocity Vz now is marginally limited to Vcxv (in accord with Alfv@n's hypothesis)

by the presence of some remnant neutrals (at rest) throughout the accelerator. In

the paper of Choueiri et al., the current-voltage characteristics for argon, xenon,

and krypton exhibit a linear portion at low currents, consistent with the presence

of a characteristic velocity of propellant, followed by a more complex transition

to nonlinear characteristics at higher currents. In that paper, the transition point

apparently agrees well with the theoretical model-prediction for J$_, notably with

the involvement of merely single ionization; e.g., Ar +. However, it should be kept

in mind that the model formula for J/i depends only on the (¼) power of the ion-

ization energy; and moreover that the model's effective annular area, which allows

magnetic pressure to push in the upstream direction against a metallic structure is,

a priori, not a well-known quantity in the Princeton experiments. (In CTX, there

is a well-defined metallic annular area in the breech end of the device.)

Thus, it is conceivable that the current at full ionization may sometimes be some-

what larger than the expression given for J:, in the paper of Choueiri et al. Such
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anenlargementof Jf_ might result not only from the occurence of higher ionization

states, but also from the possibility that the ion velocity at the muzzle might some-

times exceed VcIv due to nozzling effects. Such nozzle-induced acceleration is not

absolutely precluded by the existence of the CIV process because ion-neutral elastic

and charge-exchange collisions can act so as to produce some average velocity of

neutrals in the downstream direction, as well as to decrease the average velocity of

ions in the downstream direction. If so, the relative average velocity of ions and

neutrals could be reduced below Vcxy, thereby introducing the possibility of some

nozzle-induced acceleration of the ions. (If the nozzle were a material nozzle as

opposed to a magnetic nozzle, then even the neutrals could be so accelerated along

with the ions.) We speculate that effects such as these might account for CTX

discharge currents that are observed to be moderately above the predicted Jfi,

notwithstanding that the discharge impedance usually corresponds approximately

to ion drift velocities near Vcsy in the breech region (or upstream ionization region)

of the plasma accelerator.

In conclusion, high-power self-field coaxial thruster operation shows symptoms of

the Alfv@n CIV phenomenon, both in CTX and elsewhere. In order to maintain

a smaller electrical effort, thus inducing better thruster efficiency and reduced ion

interaction with the electrodes, high current operation is beneficial, t For example,

the current should exceed 30 kA in deuterium and 100 kA in argon. In CTX, such

a high-current condition was not fulfilled for argon, and .--.was substantially larger

than unity. Coupling this "efficient" high-current operation with near-term space

power systems like solar thus necessitates pulsed operation as discussed by Myers

et. al.

These statements about reduced electrical effort at high currents are made assuming that the constraint

is effectively enforced that/_ scales appropriately with ._2. In this regard, the experiments are generally

performed with trial runs with various values of M (given I), or various values of I (given/_/'), to scope-

out the "best" discharges. Although there has been no a priori selection of device parameters to provide

specifically for the constancy of (12//_f), the CTX discharges generally are operated at parameter

values that are conducive to viable initial electrical breakdown of the working gas at moderate power

levels ('_! 0 MW range) and at the smallest values of applied flux that allow such electrical breakdowns.

Repeatability of the discharges also is a factor in the selection of device parameters. Apparently, this

practical approach to device operation leads to the approximate constancy of (-T2//_f), for reasons that

are not understood in detail. The Alfvdn CIV condition was not even noticed until the data analysis

began, long after the experiments had been performed. Moreover, (I2/1_) may not be perfectly

constant in CTX because CTX has no fixed nozzle geometry, contrary to the basic assumption in this

section. In fact, there is some limited evidencethat the inferred nozzle contraction ratio decreases to a

weaker nozzle for larger _f at fixed I, which may indicate the response of the applied magnetic flux to

the altered plasma conditions. Samples of the Spread in the CTX data and in the inferences therefrom

are indicated in Tables II-IV, in which the inferred results were calculated with account of self-consistent

thermal effects according to Appendix B.
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V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

The CTX thruster facility has beenupgradedto enablequasi-steadyoperation
overa widerangeof powerlevels(2 to 40MW). Initial resultsshowtime-average
quasi-steadyoperationdemonstratedby thruster current,voltage,plasmadensity,
electrontemperature,andmagneticfield measurements.Furthermore,the long-
pulsethruster showsideal-MHD-likeperformancesimilar to that observedduring
previousshortpulseresearch.

Inferencesfrom the data indicatean impulsivestart in the initial propellantflow,
presumablyin an upstreamionizationlayer,andthe presenceof a moderateeffec-
tive constriction(nozzle)of unknownorigin in the flow channel.The initial flow
velocitiesappearto be consistentwith the critical ionizationvelocities,Vciv, for

each type of gas utilized in these experiments. (However, the suggestion made here

that Ar ++ is involved in the CIV process in CTX appears to be different than the

earlier work of others in which only Ar + was thought to be involved.) It was argued

that CIV-dominated self-field thrusters may perform better at higher current levels.

For near-term space propulsion applications, this conclusion clearly motivates the

coupling of high-pulsed-power MPD thrusters with low-mean-power solar sources

as discussed by Myers et. al. Hence, the research reported herein supports the

expectation that nozzle-based coaxial plasma thrusters can achieve the demanding

performance requirements of primary electric propulsion applications.

The experiments on the CTX configurations described herein are not easily amen-

able to a rigorous quantitative analysis, nor is the interpretation of the present

results obvious and clear cut. The simple models employed in our attempts at

interpretation must therefore be viewed as provisional, trial models. Some of the

difficulties in trying to understand the behavior of CTX originate in the circum-

stance that the anode fall voltage often is not merely a small fraction of the terminal

voltage, and its mitigation by the transverse applied flux has the concomitant effect

of partially shorting-out the desired self-field voltage drop across the body of the

plasma. Our future research will be focused upon improved magnetic topologies

that will better preserve the self-field voltage drop, while offering the potential ben-

efits accrued from more well-defined, axisymmetric, annular magnetic nozzles; such

benefits as the mitigation of electrode fall voltages, smoothly distributed plasma

acceleration and discharge-current density, and the minimization of velocity losses

incurred by the plasma in the detachment process.

Future work will focus on thrust performance measurements (Schoenberg et al.

1992), electrode calorimetry, plume enthalpy, and anode-fall measurements. De-

tailed maps of plasma parameters (density, temperature, floating potential and flow

velocity) and magnetic field fluctuations will be produced for regions both inside

and outside of the thruster to uncover optimized magnetic nozzle configurations.
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APPENDIX A

THE HALL EFFECT

In the research reported herein, an interesting experimental observation has been

that the electrical effort parameter, S, defined as

_ mi I (A-1

proves to be of order unity. Here, mi is the mass of an ion, e is the electron charge,

I is the discharge current, and -_/is the mass-flow rate. This result implies that the

Hall term in Ohm's law may be somewhat comparable to the ideal-MHD term in

Ohm's law. Therefore, it becomes important to ascertain whether ideal MHD still

retains some approximate quantitative validity for the cases studied here. That is

the purpose of this Appendix.

The radial and longitudinal components of the nonresistive Ohm's law for self-field

coaxial channel flow now will be written down in slightly generalized "cylindrical"

coordinates, wherein "z" signifies the longitudinal coordinate along an ion-fluid

streamline, 8 is the usual azimuthal angle, and the "radial" coordinate, x, is mea-

sured along curves tangent to the local unit vector _ = _ x _. In a quasi-lD sense,

the domain of z is approximately the active length of the channel, and the domain

of x is approximately the local channel width. Then, the components of Ohm's law

read as follows.

Ex - VzBo = -1jzSo (A-2-a
ne

Ez = 1jxBe (A-2-D
ne

(Here, E is the electric field, /_ is the magnetic field, J is the current density, n

is the electron or ion number density, and V is the ion fluid velocity.) The Hall

terms appear on the right-hand side of these equations. The electron pressure con-

tribution is ignored as motivated by the experimental observations of low electron

temperatures.

In this paper we have repeatedly utilized the radial component of Ohm's law, Eq. (A-

2-a), without the Hall term, which is the ideal-MHD version. Therefore, we wish to

compare IJz/ne] to Vz. Information about this comparison can be obtained from

the ion-fluid equation of motion,

m ff. v? + !vp, = + ×
e ne

(A-3

(Here Pi represents the ion pressure.)
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Weprovisionallyassumethat the ion fluid velocityis closeto the drift velocity17_
asgivenby

Then, the deviationof V from 17E can be found iteratively as

7 B_ × (Vs. V_) + _ × VP, (A-5

(Here, /_ = B0_, since the discussion is restricted to self-field flow.) Then, the

longitudinal component of (A-5) reads

V_ -- VEz m, 0 --_x VEx-- P_ (A-6VEz eBo -_z + VEz neBeVEz 8x

The ratio (VEx/VE_) can be obtained from Eqs. (A-2), and, to dominant order is

given by

where A is the channel width and A_ is the active length of the electrical discharge.

Then, approximating [OPi/cOx[ by (Pi/A), introducing f_i through Pi = J3i(B2/2#0),

approximating [cOVEx/OX[ by (VEx�A), assuming to dominant order that Vzz ,_ CA,

and noting that CA/wci = c/wpi, where

and

CA = v[Bg/#onmi

_,,, = x/n_2/_om, ,

Eq. (A-6) can be reduced to the estimate

I - c A A E_- + _E_3i (A-8y_ vE_ _ J_ _ +-=Z-_y_

Then, noting that _. = (C/WpiA), Eq. (A-8) finally becomes

i 1J_ ,._ E_--_ (1 + E) + Ef_i (A-9

The signs of the transverse gradients have been chosen conservatively here, so as not

to underestimate the relative magnitude of the Hall effect. However, it is conceivable

that one or both of the plus signs in (A-9) could really be minus signs, thereby

substantially reducing the relative size of the Hall effect. It also is conceivable that
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the strengthsof the radialgradientsin thebulk plasmahavebeenoverestimatedin
going from Eq. (A-6) to Eq. (A-9). If so, Eq. (A-9) representsan overestimateof
the Hall effectcomparedto idealMHD.

Thus, if _ and j3i werereally both small, thenwe wouldconcludethat the rela-
tive importanceof the Hall effectis merelysecondorder in the radial component
of Ohm's law, therebyprovidingajustification for idealMHD. However,we have
earlierfound -- to be of order unity in the CTX experiments. Therefore, the justifi-

cation of the ideal MHD model for these experiments must rest upon the smallness

of/3_, and upon the discharge length being somewhat larger than the channel width.

(Equation (A-9) is valid for quasi-neutral plasmas. In principle, there is an addi-

tional contribution to Jz from the flow of net charge, but this contribution proves

to be very much smaller, of order (V]/c2).)

For completeness, we now go on to consider the effects of the Hall term upon the

conservation laws for (Bo/rp), and for the generalized specific enthalpy, h.

If one uses the Ohm's law in the form

+_×_=0 , (A-10

where ff represents the electron-fluid velocity (thus exactly including the Hall effect),

together with the continuity equation for the electrons, then one can arrive at the

result

(where ne is the electron number density) using the same methods that produced

Eq. (6),

Equation (A-11) represents the constancy of (Be�me) along the electron stream-

lines. Since the plasmas of interest here are quasi-neutral, one can replace ne by n

or by p in Eq. (A-11), and then write that equation as

V v =nyy v ,

where f = ne(_ r - 5). Thus, (Bo/rp) is not quite constant along an ion streamline.

Eq. (A-12) can be written schematically in the "generalized cylindrical coordinates"

as Of , Of
_zz eH_-_x = 0 (A-13

where the "small" Hall parameter e_ is, to leading order, (see Eq. (A-7))

, JJ=] _ A (A-14
_H - IneV - Jzl _ "'A-_ '
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and wheref is given by

The solution of (A-13) is

(B,)I= (A-iS

f = f(_z + x)

Thus, for e_/<< 1, one can move large distances along z, say 6z, for fixed x (moving

along a streamline) and thereby induce only minor variations in f. The relative

error so incurred can be displayed as

: , ,:: ,f'(x)

1 + (eH)(Oz)_ ,

where f_(x) = (df/dx). Thus, if c_ << 1, the relative error incurred by moving

longitudinal distances 6z will be negligible. Even if e_/is not very small, the relative

error in the constancy of f can still be small provided that f does not vary much

across streamlines, i.e., [(6z)f'(x)[ << [f(x)l. The latter condition is especially

consonant with the quasi-lD model, Wherein the bulk plasma properties (away

from wall boundary layers) are envisioned as being practically free of steep radial

gradients.

Let us now finally reconsider the constancy along a plasma (or fluid-ion) streamline

of the generalized specific enthalpy h, with account of the Hall effect. As before, we

begin by writing down the conservation of total energy in the plasma, in the form

V . t]" pV 2+ P +_ =0 (A-17
#0

Here, the electron contribution to flow-kinetic energy is neglected because of the

small electron mass, and the electron contribution to plasma thermal pressure is

neglected because of the low electron temperature. Noting Eq. (A-10), one writes

Hence (A-17) becomes

,'/- 1 p #oP J \ #o _ee

Since V • (pV) = 0 downstream of the ionization layer, and since V • J = 0, one

then has

_/- 1 p #0PJ P L#0PJ

In terms of the generalized cylindrical coordinates, Eq. (A-19) can be expressed as

\ #oP ]
(A-20
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where, now,

and

Y
_'H -- (A-21

neV

7 P+ Bg _hplas.+ Bgh = V 2 + ,,/-_ 1 p #o""P- #o'---P

is the generalized specific enthalpy.

The relative variation of h in moving a significant distance (Sz) along a plasma

(fluid-ion) streamline is thus

_ _o_) { (_z)_¢_}
= ell= [(S_/#op) + hplas.] (B_/#op) cgx \#oP/

_o_ { _z_o(_ _} __+ eHz [(B2/ttop) + hplas.] (S_/#op) Oz \#oP/

From (A-21) together with (A-7) and (A-9), it then can be inferred from (A-22)

that either small E, or a quasi-lD configuration with weak transverse gradients and

small/3i suffices to produce only a small relative error in h over a significant distance

5z.
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APPENDIX B

SELF-CONSISTENT THERMAL EFFECTS

In the main text, in the interests of a simpler presentation, we outlined the quasi-lD

formulation of the self-field, cold-flow model, and presented the results therefrom,

as applied to 10MW-10ms-class experiments in the CTX device. The values of ion

"beta" (2POP_/B_) were inferred a posteriori. In this Appendix, the self-field flow

model is developed, now self-consistently including thermal effects. However, we

shall again make the restriction to 7 = 2 for the sake of simplicity. It follows that the

value of beta is constant along the flow. (The electron contribution to the plasma

pressure is neglected in view of the measurements of low electron temperatures

compared with the inferred ion temperatures.)

Now, the full value of the generalized specific enthalpy as given by Eq. (5) is con-

served along the flow. For 7 = 2, h may be written as

1 2P S_ _1V2 B_ (B-1h-= Y 2+-7+mPop=- 2 +pop(l+_)= const. ,

and the flow velocity through the throat of an annular constriction, Eq. (11), may

be written as

Yo2 = C_0 + C_0 = C_0(1 + Z) , (B-2

wherein CA and Cs have been defined in Eq. (10).

By means of the quasi-lD form of mass-conservation, together with Eq. (6-a), one

now finds

which replaces Eq. (16).

Ab _ (p0) 3/2_ooC-_b- _ V/]-+Z ' (B-3

With Xo - (Po/Pb), Eq. (B-3) also can be written as

\_0] \_--bAb] (1+8)
(B-3-a

Now, invoking the constancy of h (Eq. (B-l)) between breech and throat, together

with Eq. (B-3), one can derive

C_b 1 +Z +1 = _00C_Ab _ ---- \2_bb) (B-4

Now, one finds that, in the limit that Vb2 << C24b, the density ratio becomes

2 v: 1)po _ _ (for m <<
pb 3' C_b
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which is the sameresult asfor coldflow.

At this point, we shall invokethe ion-entrainment-heatingmodel. Accordingto
this model, _ is not an independentparameter,but is relatedto the upstream
Alfvdn-Machnumberaccordingto the equipartitionbetweenflowenergyandther-
malenergy.This is givenby Eq. (29)andreadsas

Vb2 (B-5
_= eL

Now, Eq. (B-4) becomes

E
From this equation, for a given _ one can find (Ab/A0), and then (PO/Pb) from

Eq. (B-4).

Equation (B-6) also can be written as

1

A_3__2+2 =0 (B-7

where

A- A--'-b '

and

(-- _+_

The formulation in Eq. (B-7) is useful when one has prior information regarding

the contraction ratio (Ab/Ao), in which case one can solve the cubic equation (B-

7) for /3 and thus for the upstream Alfv6n-Mach number. In the present set of

experiments, that information is lacking; so, instead we shall solve Eq. (B-6) for

(Ab/A0) and then (B-4) for (Po/Pb), both as functions of/3. The results are plotted

(vs. x/-_) as the dotted curves in Fig. (14). We see that for small-to-moderate

values of x/_ - Vb/CAb, say for V_ <_ 0.7, there are only minor differences from the

cold-flow results.

Next, we relate the discharge resistance to the upstream Alfvdn-Mach number,

including thermal effects. Beginning with the discharge voltage expressed across

the throat of a presumed nozzle,

V = ErA0 = VoB0oAo ,

and recalling that V0 = CAOVI-_-_, one finds

v =Ao_o_(_°I'__ (B-10
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Here,the conservationof (Be�p) betweenbreechandthroat wasinvoked.

But, with iVI = poVo2_rrAo, and using the same conservation law, one can write

1 = -----:-----x°IA°_ ÷/3 . (B-11
M

The use of (B-11) in (B-10) yields the discharge resistance:

a-T= -- x3 \_-_ ] _(1+_3) (B-12

Substitution for x 3 from Eq. (B-3-a) then yields

We see therefore, that the extra factor (1 +/3) exactly cancels out of this expression

for the discharge resistance! Thus, Eqs. (27) and (28), which provide the expression

for the upstream Alfvdn-Mach number in terms of the global experimental parame-

ters of the CTX device, I, R, and __r prove to be exact in ideal MHD with respect

to thermal effects (assuming -f = 2)!

It follows that the three internal parameters that depend directly on the inferred

value of (Vb/CAb) also must be exact within ideal MHD with respect to thermal

effects. These parameters are the inferred /_; (rc_)b, the inferred ion gyro-radius

upstream; and nb, the inferred ion (or electron) number density upstream.

There are two other parameters, namely the nozzle contraction ratio (Ab/Ao),

and the nozzle density ratio, (Po/Pb), whose functional/3-dependences do, in fact,

depend thermally upon the inferred values of/3. The thermal corrections to these

parameters may be read from Fig. (14). For helium and deuterium, the upstream

Alfvdn-Mach numbers were inferred to be about 0.5, for which Fig. (14) indicates

about a 7% increase should be applied to (Ab/Ao) and about a 1% decrease to

(PO/Pb). For argon, we found Vb/CAb = 0.76, indicating that (Ab/Ao) should be

increased by about 12% whereas (Po/Pb) should be decreased by about 8%. We

conclude that thermal corrections appear to be not at all important in any of the

gases studied here, within the context of ideal MHD. A more important source of

error is probably the neglect of the Hall effect, especially in the case of argon. (See

Appendix A.)
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APPENDIX C

THE FIELD LINE STRETCHING MODEL

A simple one-dimensional model possessing axial and azimuthal symmetry can cap-

ture the distortion of the applied transverse magnetic flux engendered by the given

flow of a resistive fluid in a perfectly conducting channel. For further simplifica-

tion, we also assume slab geometry appropriate to a thin-channel model (A << r).

In CTX, A _ 0.43r. Sample calculations in full cylindrical coaxial geometry with

A _-- 0.43r have been performed, but are much more complicated to describe. The

results prove to differ very little from those obtained in slab geometry.

The purpose of this calculation is to estimate the stretching distance experienced

by a transverse (poloidal) field line, and then to compare that distance with the

observed displacement of the applied flux as measured by means of magnetic probes.

A vacuum-field calculation of the applied flux provides the initial positions of the

flux surfaces, and agrees well with special measurements of the vacuum field as

described in the main text. The good agreement of this simple model with the

observed flux displacement thus provides an heuristic means of understanding the

extent of the displacement of the applied flux in CTX. The Hall effect proves to be

an essential ingredient in this model "explanation" of the displacement.

In this 1-D model, the radial current must vanish, Jx - 0, else the azimuthal

magnetic field By would acquire a dependence upon the axial spatial variable z, and

the problem then would become a complicated two-dimensional calculation. Here,

x and y respectively signify the radial and azimuthal coordinate variables in a slab

geometry. A way to rationalize this point of view with no radial current is to imagine

that the plasma has been pre-accelerated before it encounters the applied magnetic

field so that the driving self-field, B_(z), already has been depleted upstream.

Another consequence of the 1-D model assumption, following from V -/_ = 0, is

that the radial field component, Bx, is independent of radial position, x.

Moreover, in a stea_ly-state situation with axisymmetry, it follows from Faraday's

law that the electric-field component Eo -- O, where 0 is the azimuthal angle variable

in cylindrical geometry. The slab-geometry analog of this condition is that the

azimuthal electric field Ey = 0.

Finally, the steady-state condition V × E -- 0, contains the azimuthal component

that reads.
0

0 Ez÷ 0=

In view of the assumed independence of Ex with respect to the axial coordinate z,

the above reduces to the statement that Ez is independent of the radial coordinate
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x. But, since the channel walls are taken to be electrically perfectly conducting,

Ez must vanish at the walls; hence Ez must vanish everywhere within the channel,

Ez--0.

On the basis of the above-described model, we now can examine the components of

Ohm's law including the Hall term,

ne

Here, I7 is the plasma velocity, f is the current density, 77-- _ is the resistivity

of plasma, and n is the number-density of electrons with individual electrical charge

e.

It is convenient to rewrite this in the form

In (C-2), D -- (7/#0) is the resistive diffusivity of plasma, and f_x = (eBz/meVe)

is the electron-Hall parameter in the radial-magnetic-field component Bx. Also,

me is the mass of an electron, and ue represents the momentum-transfer collision

frequency of an average electron with the plasma ions.

Given the conditions of our 1-D model, we have seen that ,Ix = 0, Ey -- 0, and

Ez = O. Therefore the y and z components of the Eq. (C-2) become, in the absence

of radial velocity Vx,

VzBz
D = (#oJy) +_x(#0J_) (C-3-a

D ----(#0Jz) - f_x(#oJy) (C-3-b

Here, a rotational velocity V_ is allowed for generality.

Solving for the currents, we find

1 {Vz + axVy} Bx (C-4-a.oJ = i+ D

1 {fl_V. - V_} B_ (C-4-b
/_oJ_-- 1 + fl----_x D

Consider Eq. (C-4-a). In view of Ampere's law, _ x/? =/z0f, this equation can be

written as

0(o:)_-_ = -Rmgf_ , (C-5

where _ is a normalized radial coordinate given by

1 1

=_ x/A , -2 <-_ <-5 ' (C-6
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with A being the channel width, and in which we have chosen x = 0 in midchannel.

Also, R,_ is the magnetic Reynolds number defined as

VzA (C-7Rm-_
D

Finally, He is a function of the electron-Hall parameter that is given by

1 +f4 v-_-
He = v, (C-8

l+n 

Integrating (C-5) gives

Bz pa._He_+(B_) (C-9Bx- _ o

where subscript "0" signifies evaluation at midchannel, at _ = 0.

The differential equation of the (x, z) projection of a distorted field line is given by

Bz d_ (C-10
B_ d_

where we have defined a normalized axial coordinate as

C =- z/h . (C-II

We shall choose ¢ = 0 at the cathode foot-point of the magnetic field line, where

= -1/2.

Using (C-10) in (C-9) and integrating again, one has

_2 (Bz) _+_o (C-12

This is the equation of the (x, z) projection of a distorted magnetic field line. The

condition that ¢ = 0 at _ = -1/2 determines ¢0. With that determination, (C-12)

becomes

_(¢)=-R,,_He (_ _)+ <BB--_z)0 (_+ 1) (C-13

Here we note that, in principle, the field-line slope at midchannel, (Bz/Bx)o, can

depend on the plasma parameters Rm and Am.

The "vacuum" equation for a field line is obtained either from the condition of

infinite resistivity or from zero flow (Vz = 0, V_ = 0). In either case, one has

(RmHe) = 0, and (C-13) reduces to

_vac(_) = (S_/B=),,ac, o (_ + 1/2) (C-14

Thus, within the slab-geometry model, the vacuum field lines are straight lines,

with (Bz/Bx)vac being independent of _.
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Thereforetheaxialdistancebetweenthecathodeandanodefootpointsof a vacuum
fieldline is givenby

_vac(1/2)=(Bz/B_)vac (C-15

Sincethe wallsareperfectelectricalconductors,the distancebetweencathodeand
anodefootpointsremainsfixedasthe plasmaflow is imaginedto be increasedfrom
zero,or astheplasmaelectricalconductivityis increasedfromzero.Therefore,that
distanceasrepresentedby ¢(1/2) in the caseof flowingplasma,shouldbe thesame
distanceas¢'vac(1/2).But from Eq. (C-13),onehasthis footpoint separationas

_(1/2)=(Bz/B_)o (C-16

Thus,the "frozen-infootpoint" conditionis realizedby equating(C-15)and (C-16),
whichyields

(Bz/S_)o = (Bz/B_),,ac • (C-17

Thus, the slope of the distorted field line, at midchannel, must be the same as the

slope of the straight, vacuum field line.

Therefore, Eq. (C-13) can be written as

1 1 (C-18
((_) = _R_Hn (1 - 4_ 2) + (Bz/Bz)vac (_ + 5)

The vacuum field line is a straight line (in the slab approximation) which becomes

distorted into a parabola by the fixed plasma flow. The axially stretched field line

would have exerted a back-reaction causing the plasma to slow down in a self-

consistent model.

In a similar treatment, Eq. (C-4-b) for Jz can be shown to involve the simultaneous

stretching of the vacuum field line into the azimuthal direction. The Hail effect will

bring about this azimuthal stretching even when there is no a-priori rotation of

plasma. (Of course the back-reaction of this azimuthally stretched field line would

cause the plasma to rotate in a self-consistent model.)

Returning to (C-18), let us define the "stretching constant," Kz, for the z-direction

as

Kz = RmHn (C-19

and write
1

_(_) = 8Kz(1 - 4_ 2) - IBz/BxIv,¢(_ + 1/2) (C-20

In the cases considered here, Bx > 0 and Bz,vac < 0. The stretching constant, Kz,

constitutes an "effective magnetic Reynolds number," which reduces to the usual

Rm in the limit of no Hall effect. Eq. (C-20) is the equation of the shape of the

field line as given in the main text.
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Weshallmeasurethestretchingdistance(in termsof/_) fromthecathodefootpoint
to the "nose"of the field line, definedasthe valueof _(_) at which_'(_) -- 0. A
simplecalculationthenshowsthat the noseof the parabolaoccursat

and

1K 1 iBz/Bxlvac)2 (C-21-b

Thus,apurelyradial fieldlinewouldbecomedistortedinto a symmetricalparabola
in which_'(_) = 0 at midchannel, _ -- 0, and the stretching distance would become

_Kz. This remains almost true for moderately oblique field lines, as long as the

stretching constant, Kz, is large compared with IBz/Bxlvac. Note that this stretch-

ing distance is severely limited by the presence of a large electron-Hall parameter,

_2 >> 1; see (C-8) and (C-19). This effect is due to the enlarged electron "magneto-

resistance;" see Eq. (C-4-a). Thus, the large effective resistivity engendered by the

Hall effect allows the axially flowing plasma to exert a smaller resistive drag on

the transverse field lines, smaller in comparison to the drag that would have been

exerted in a model without the Hall effect.
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J Cathode

(with field coil)

0 5O
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Scale-cm

Figure 1. Schematic of CTX coaxial plasma thruster. The sliding and rotating vacuum
feedthrough allows the magnetic probe to be positioned at different locations relative to the

thruster.
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Figure 2. Schematic of CTX pulse forming network. C= 8 mF, and L = 0.125 mI-I. The
transformer steps the voltage down by a ratio of 5 to 1.
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Figure 3. Schematic of long pulse gas valve system. The six stainless
steel gas lines connecting the valve to the anode are of equal length.
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Figure 4. Long pulse gas valve outlet pressure as a function of time.
Reservoir fill pressure was 5023 Torr helium. The valve was

triggered at -5 ms.
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Figure 5. Mass flow rate of helium through long-pulse gas valve as a
function of reservoir fill pressure.
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Figure 6. Operal_g regime for helium discharges showing combination of
applied magnetic field coil current and propellant mass flow rate that

produce thruster breakdown for a bank charge voltage of 2.5 kV.
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Figure 7. CTX thruster data for a 6 MW helium discharge with a gas feed rate of 6 g / s.
Shown are the current I(kA), voltage V(volts), plasma density n (cm-3), electron

temperature Te(eV), plasma potential Vp(Volts), and magnetic field fluctuation
components (Gauss) in the azimuthal (Bq), radial (Br) and axial (Bz) directions.
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Figure 8. Total thruster voltage and anode fall voltage as a function of applied
magnetic field strength for a 2.5 g/s helium discharge with a 3.5 kV bank charge

voltage. Thruster power was approximately 2 MW.
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Figure 14 (a). Radial current density as a function of axial and radial position for a 6 MW discharge
at t= 2 ms.
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Figure 14 (Io). Radial current density as a function of axial and radial position for a 6 MW

discharge at t = 4 ms.
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Figure 14 (c). Radial current density as a function of axial and radial position for a 6 MW helium
discharge at t = 8 ms.
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MW helium discharge at t = 4 ms.
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Figure 16. The nozzle contraction ratio (Ab/Ao) and the nozzle density ration (Po/Pb) versus

the upstream Alf-v4n-Mach number (Vb/CAb) in a self-field thruster, within ideal MHD.
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